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ABSTRACT 

This study analyzes the economics of precision farming phosphorus application 

for cotton production in the Southern High Plains of Texas that is based on management 

zones delineated using spatial (Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis) statistics and non 

spatial (Sigma) approaches. Both the precision farming approaches to management zone 

delineation have been designed to identify relevant patterns of agronomic yield 

variability in order to adjust phosphorus input application accordingly.  

The data used to establish management zones is based on 2000 and 2001 crop 

years agronomic cotton experiments designed to study phosphorus use for cotton 

production in the Southern High Plains of Texas. A combination of regression, 

optimization, and simulation modeling tools are then utilized to evaluate the economic 

impact of precision farming approach (based on the management zones) versus the whole 

field farming method of using a uniform rate of input application. The research model 

incorporates the yield variability, output and input price risk for cotton to account for the 

uncertainty that producers face. Overall, for the year 2000, results suggest that a 

management zone-based precision farming approach result in higher cotton yields and/or 

higher risk adjusted profits, on average, relative to conventional whole field farming 

approach. 
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CHAPTER 1 

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND OBJECTIVES 

1.1 Introduction 

Cotton is the most utilized natural textile fiber in the world. The United States, 

while ranking second to China in production, is the leading exporter accounting for over 

one-third of global trade in raw cotton. The U.S. cotton industry accounts for more than 

$25 billion in revenues annually and generates over 400,000 jobs from the farm to the 

textile mill sectors. The market share of U.S cotton exports rose from 25% in 1990 to 

37% in 2004 (ERS-USDA, 2006).  Since the early 1990�s there has been a strong demand 

for cotton production in the U.S as shown in Figure 1.1.  The U.S. agricultural production 

in general and upland cotton production in particular continues to face a number of 

issues, including increasing costs of production, competitiveness, and environmental 

impacts.* 

Cotton producers have been facing the challenge of managing for the increased 

costs of inputs used in production, such as irrigation water and fertilizer costs and their 

side effects, primarily environmental impacts. Environmental issues concerning the over 

utilization of chemicals and fertilizers in the production of various crops have intensified 

in recent years. The main pollutants are nitrogen and phosphorus, which also happen to 

be the major nutrients used in the production of cotton. Increasingly, farmers are facing 

pressures to change from conventional production practices to more environmentally 

friendly practices that encompass 

* A concise look at the issues facing cotton industry is addressed in Appendix 1.1 
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Figure 1.1 U.S. Upland Cotton Demand 

Source: USDA Agricultural Baseline Projections to 2013,  

February 2004, ERS-USDA 
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critical aspects of crop production, including pest management, nutrient management, 

soil management, and sustainable production systems (ERS-USDA, 2005). 

In face of these challenges, maintaining agricultural productivity becomes critical 

to remain competitive. Productivity, in general, captures the growth in output by the 

efficient use of the inputs (available resources). Agricultural productivity growth has 

been an important source of U.S. economic growth throughout the century, but the years 

since 1940 have seen an even faster growth in agricultural productivity. The annual 

average increase in agricultural productivity from 1948 to 1994 was 1.94 percent (Ahearn 

et al. 1998). Agricultural productivity changes have resulted from changes in efficiency, 

the scale of production, and the addition of advanced production technology.  

Technological improvements in agricultural production are the key to maintaining 

agricultural productivity. It also has the potential to respond to the challenges of global 

competition, environmental impacts and other issues addressed in appendix 1.1 by 

increasing production efficiency. One such area of technological research has been 

�Precision Agriculture� which has shown to have the potential to increase agricultural 

productivity (Segarra et al., 1989; Yu, 2000; Watson, 2002; Bronson et al., 2003; Anselin 

et al., 2004; Lowenberg-DeBoer and Swinton, 1997).  

 

1.2 General Problem 

Conventional whole field farming has assumed spatial and temporal field 

homogeneity, with optimal levels of input use not accounting for inherent differences 

within fields (Weiss, 1996). Precision agriculture recognizes and relaxes the assumption 
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of homogeneity and allows the optimal application of inputs, based on spatial variability, 

as a means to increase production efficiency.  The general problem this research 

addresses is the development and evaluation of precision agriculture practices to derive 

decision rules for optimal input use to produce cotton of high quality, while potentially 

enhancing the environment and contributing towards agricultural productivity. 

Precision agriculture uses the inherent agronomic and spatial variability (soil 

fertility, soil moisture, crop yield, spatial yield patterns, crop moisture etc.), which exists 

in farmland to optimize the application of inputs. The underlying hypothesis for 

identifying variability within a given field is that it would allow for better control over 

input usage. There has been a long-standing interest in developing technology to more 

accurately apply fertilizers and other inputs to increase cotton production efficiency. 

These technological advances involve the usage of microprocessor based control systems, 

satellite positioning technologies, and different kinds of sensors used to record and 

measure the variability of soil fertility, soil moisture, crop yield, and crop moisture within 

fields which creates an elaborate information system which could be used to enhance 

decision making capabilities.  

In general, these techniques and tools, involving information system based tools 

are used to measure and control input use across a given field. This information system 

based production-enhancing technology can be summarized under one heading, 

predominantly referred to as �Precision Farming� or �Precision Agriculture.� Roberts and 

English (1999) state that �precision farming (or site specific crop management) is 

information and technology based agricultural management system designed to identify, 
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analyze and manage site-soil spatial and temporal variability within fields for optimum 

profitability, sustainability, and protection of the environment.� 

Since precision farming technology helps in matching input application to crop 

and soil needs, under- and over-application of inputs like seeds, fertilizers and pesticides 

can be reduced (English et al., 1999). Simply stated, precision farming recognizes field 

spatial variability and seeks to optimize variable input use within fields (Segarra et al., 

1996). Summarizing, the intention of precision farming is to allow the producers to 

identify spatial heterogeneity and adopt production practices accordingly. Thus the focus 

of the present study is to identify and manage the spatial variability for a given field so as 

to increase cotton production efficiency.  

 

1. 3 Southern High Plains of Texas 

Agriculture is the second largest industry in Texas, contributing over $80 billion 

dollars to the states economy annually, as well as producing 16% of the gross product. 

The Southern High Plains of Texas (SHPT) is a semi-arid region located in the 

northwestern portion of Texas. It encompasses approximately 22 million acres in 42 

counties. Cotton is the most important crop produced in the area in terms of both acreage 

and crop value. Annual cotton plantings vary between 2.6 and 3.3 million acres in a 25-

county region within the SHPT, with approximately 50 percent of these acres being 

irrigated (Yu et al., 1999). The Southern High Plains of Texas (SHPT) is the region of 

focus in the present study, largely due to its importance in cotton production in Texas and 

continues in the line of research being done in precision agriculture during the past 
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decade (Segarra et al., 1989; Bronson et al., 2000; Yu et al., 1999; Yu, 2000; Watson, 

2002). 

 

1.4 Managing Inputs in Cotton Production 

Operating input (Fertilizer, Chemicals, purchased irrigation water etc.) production 

costs used in cotton has increased between 50 to 65% in the last eight years (NCC, 2005). 

Chemicals and fertilizers comprise 14 to 15% of farm production input expenditures. 

Increases in the costs of inputs for the production of cotton, especially fertilizer cost 

(Figure1.2) has been observed in the past decade (ERS-USDA, 2002). Naturally, the first 

step in enhancing production efficiency in cotton would be to optimize input use. 

 

1.5 Use of Phosphorus in Agricultural Production 

The high yields achieved in crop production in the United States require that large 

amounts of nutrients be applied to the soil to replace those withdrawn by plants in the 

production cycle. While animal manure and other organic materials contribute to nutrient 

replacement, commercial fertilizers are the major source of applied plant nutrients. The 

application of commercial fertilizers is economically beneficial for most farmers. 

However, when manure and/or commercial fertilizer quantities or application timing are 

not consistent with crop requirements and growing cycle conditions, excess nutrients can 

harm the environment, polluting ground water and/or surface water, lakes, streams, and 

rivers (ERS-USDA, 2005). Here, the study narrows in on the management of one of the 

major cotton plant nutrient fertilizers, phosphorus (P) and its possible role in cost and 
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pollution reduction. The importance of P to major crop production systems is illustrated 

by the total amount of fertilizer-P used during the last 35 years, which has doubled since 

1960, stabilizing at slightly under two million tons/year over the last 10 years. The main 

concern with respect to P is that P is transported from soils to streams, rivers, lakes, and 

eventually oceans. Phosphorus transported from agricultural soils can promote 

eutrophication, which in turn leads to increased algal growth, and decreased dissolved 

oxygen (Wood et al.,).   

 

1.6. Specific Problem 

1.6.1 Cost IS a Consideration 

Variable rate technology (VRT) is a specific tool under the gamut of precision 

farming. The concept is synonymous with precision farming, dealing with optimizing the 

amount used of a specific input, say phosphorus, by taking advantage of the inherent 

variability within a field. VRT aims at optimizing the application of inputs at each point 

in the field given agronomic information with respect to the soil and the crop needs. 

Precision farming practices like VRT rely heavily on cutting edge technological methods, 

procedures, and equipment. Many of these methods and procedures are still in the 

research stage and any on-farm practical application(s) would take extensive cost/benefit 

analysis before actual implementation. Some of the impediments in the practical 

implementation of precision agriculture could be the potential high cost of initial setup of 

equipment, uncertain profitability aspects, and unwillingness to replace existing  
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equipment and procedures used. The annual cost of utilizing precision farming tools 

depends primarily on the useful life of the equipment, software, and databases used.  

New equipment and software are rapidly being put out on the market, and if these 

tools become obsolete in three to four years (like computer-based technologies), then the 

annual cost of use can be relatively high - from $500 to $1,000 per year (MAFRI, 2005). 

To sum up, high initial setup cost for producers contribute towards a lack of affinity 

towards adopting precision farming techniques.  While studies of precision farming 

technology have often focused on changes in crop input costs, there is also the cost of 

developing "human capital." These costs include workshops, training fees, time away 

from other work, and "wrong decisions" made while learning. 

 

1.6.2 The Concept of Management Zones 

With precision farming practices, there are potentially as many optimal 

applications for a particular attribute as there are Global Positioning System (GPS) points 

on the field (Watson, 2002). Conventional farming practices, optimizes for the average 

application rate over all the points. Optimizing input use for each point in the field with 

advanced information system would give best results, however as mentioned earlier, 

associated initial cost and complexity is a problem. Conventional farming poses the 

problem of optimizing for the average application rate and not as per the field specific 

requirements.  

A way to manage field variability, which strikes a balance between point-to-point 

control and conventional farming, is delineating the field into manageable units with 
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similar attributes, rather than point-to-point control. By delineating the field into 

manageable units, it not only reduces the complexity involved with variable rate 

application but also address the associated initial cost issue. Each of these manageable 

units, represent a collection of field points with similar yield limiting characteristics 

however delineated on the basis of agronomic attributes such as yield, soil moisture, ph 

level etc. Also, each of these management units or zones can potentially exhibit a 

different yield response function, and corresponding input use within these units which 

can remain uniform.  

In several recent studies, management zones were delineated by using traditional 

clustering techniques or simply by visually inspecting a generated map (Fridgen et al., 

2000; Fraisse et al., 2001; Boydell and McBratney, 2001; Fleming et al., 2000; Johnson 

et al., 2003) of a particular field characteristic (i.e. yield, soil nutrient levels, etc.). Most 

researchers have used the physical characteristics such as variability of yield within 

landscape and elevation positions to delineate the management zones. Few studies have 

addressed delineation based on spatial correlation (Franzen et. al., 2000; Fleming et al., 

Nolan et al., 2000). A potential drawback of these studies has been that the management 

zones set an apriori basis for delineation, which might ignore the fact that field data could 

be �spatially correlated.� Decision rules to delineate field points into management zones 

based on spatial correlation are few (Velandia et al. 2004; Anselin et al. 2004).  

The problem discussed above is the focus of the present study�s specific problem 

i.e., to develop decision rules to delineate management zones (based on spatial and non 

spatial field variability patterns) with similar yield limiting characteristics to increase 
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input use efficiency. These decision rules are intended to provide the decision maker 

(producer) options to manage field variability and adjust input use accordingly.   

 

1.7 Objectives 

The overall objective of this research is to evaluate the efficiency of alternative 

decision rules to delineate management zones based on agronomic variability while 

maintaining input use efficiency. The specific objectives of the research are: 

1. To develop procedure(s) to identify and divide fields into discrete management 

zones based on the inherent field variability using multidisciplinary approaches 

involving spatial econometrics and engineering techniques.  

2. To evaluate the efficiency of the procedures developed in (1) to delineate 

management zones, by comparing them with conventional whole field farming 

practices, using a stochastic simulation model.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

Historical approaches to Precision Agriculture (PA) practices can be traced back 

to ancient civilizations. The Inca were the first to cultivate the potato using precision 

techniques (Gupta). Their model of cultivation is radically different from the factory 

farming model - the culture knew of around 3,000 varieties of potato, of which over 1200 

are still in use, with 250-300 varieties being grown in a single plot. This is using human 

intelligence to assess local conditions to maximize agricultural productivity. In the push 

to mechanize agriculture in the 20th century, there was strong economic pressure to use 

uniform recipes over large areas to maximize returns per worker (Lambert and 

Lowenberg-DeBoer, 2000), and thus PA research slowly gained acknowledgement.  

With the introduction of advanced computer technology, field sensors, yield 

monitoring systems and Global Positioning System (GPS) research in PA got mainstream 

attention. Combining these new innovations, a strong base of information system was 

developed which has been the backbone of PA. The information system developed has 

been used by researchers to come up with optimal decision rules for better management 

of agricultural practices and inputs.  

It is important to note that PA practices in the literature have also been referred to 

as �Site Specific Farming�, �Precision Farming�, and �Targeting Farming�. In this study 

these advanced production practices will be referred to as Precision Agriculture (PA). As 

a progression from the objectives, this literature review traces the path of development 
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and concurrent work being done in PA Management Zone delineation and cites literature 

related to the work being done with respect to the profitability aspects of PA practices. 

Given that the focus area of the specific problem will be Southern High Plains of Texas, 

research related to the PA practices in SHPT is also addressed here. 

 

2.2 Background 

PA practices refer to the precise control of the production inputs on the basis of 

field characteristics or some other precisely defined criteria. Collectively these actions are 

referred to as the �differential� treatment of field variation as opposed to the �uniform� 

treatment that underlies traditional management systems. Yield monitors, soil testing and 

mapping services are some of the few technologies, which came into market in the early 

1990s.  

Another concept, which was concurrently gaining importance, and attempts to 

micromanage input utilization, is Variable Rate Technology (VRT). VRT is an all-

encompassing term referring to any equipment or methodology designed to allow the rate 

of a farm input to be precisely controlled and varied while machines are in operation 

(Cabrera-Davila, 2004). As VRT studies depended heavily on the technology, the genesis 

of technologies like GPS and GIS has greatly enhanced research in VRT. This technology 

often involves the use of a combination of electronic controllers, computers and variable 

rate pumps, motors, or valves (Pocknee, 2003).  

The concept of VRT has also been around for some time. The first noted VRT 

recommendations can be traced back to late 1920�s when Linsey and Bauer in 1929 
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made recommendations for variable rate of fertilizer applications depending upon the 

inherent variability in soil acidity. Many of these early studies concentrated on Nitrogen 

(N) application, as it was one of the primary fertilizer nutrients. Segarra et al. (1989) was 

one of the early researchers to address the issue of variable rate application of Nitrogen 

(N) using a dynamic optimization model, in Southern High Plains of Texas (SHPT). This 

and other studies in SHPT will be addressed in detail in the later parts of the literature 

review as these studies form the basis for this dissertation.  

A study similar to Segarra et al. (1989) was on the VRT application of water and 

nitrogen using a dynamic optimization model by Watkins et al. (1998).  The objective of 

the study was to analyze the long run impacts of nitrogen and water applications 

considering nitrogen carryover effects, in Idaho on seed potato yields. The study found 

variable rate application of water reduced nitrogen water losses by 50% when compared 

with uniform application.  

Precision farming is a technology driven information system which provides the 

producers� with field specific insights. Other studies which have specifically looked into 

the profitability and costs of VRT include studies by, English et al., 1999; Bullock et al., 

2002; Roberts et al.; Swinton and Ahmad, 1996; Yu, 2000; Watson, 2002; and Velandia.  

Grid sampling is a PA technique used to delineate zones within a field, which 

possess uniform characteristics. As noted by Cabrera-Davila (2004), grid cell sampling is 

a very basic form of zone management. According to Pocknee (2003), the zones formed 

are regular, uniform grid cells of definite area where several neighboring cells which 

posses similar soil test values are clubbed together into a grid. Coming up with zones 
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using grid sampling is a relatively straightforward process. Some of the major 

disadvantages of this method however include: the equipment required for grid sampling 

can be expensive, the process is labor intensive, there may be no uniform consensus with 

respect to the grid size, and generally does not take into consideration the spatial 

autocorrelation within the field. Also, the micromanagement at the grid level becomes 

impractical from an economic standpoint. Due to the lack of consensus on the optimal 

grid size, conflicting views appear regarding the optimal allocation of the various inputs. 

This leads to overhead costs and is not a feasible option.  

2.3 Management Zones 

The concept of Management Zones (MZ) has been around as long as farming 

itself (Kvien, 2003; Doerge, 1999; Pocknee, 2003)  defines MZ as �subregions of a field 

that express a homogenous combination of yield limiting factors for which a single crop 

input is appropriate to attain maximum efficiency of farm inputs.� According to many 

researchers (Kvien, 2003; Pocknee, 2003; Anselin et al., 2004; Velandia et al., 2004;)  

MZ, are currently the most practical way to implement PA practices. According to 

Khosla et al. (1999) several studies have indicated that management zones could be used 

as an alternative to grid-soil sampling and overcome many of the cost related aspects.  

Overall it could be said that the MZ approach is better than the grid sampling 

because the former takes into account the field characteristics and sets a basis for 

delineation, rather than just dividing the field into smaller grids of definite area. That is, 

under the MZ approach, the field is divided into relatively large manageable zones based 

on a particular field characteristic (yield potential, soil-EC, pH level and so on) and not 
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just soil tests as in grid sampling. For example, Thompson and Robert used yield maps, 

Bronson et al., 2003 and Anselin et al., 2004; used landscape positioning, and Vetsch et 

al.(1995) used soil sampling as apriori basis for MZ delineation.  

2.4 Spatial Approach to MZ 

When data points are viewed in spatial terms, i.e., on a 3-dimensional basis 

(including longitude, latitude and regular agronomic variables), the corresponding 

analysis is referred to as spatial data analysis. Spatial data analysis ranges from the 

visualization and exploration of spatial data, through spatial statistics, and to spatial 

econometrics. The techniques involved are intended to explore for and demonstrate the 

presence of dependence between observations in space. Spatial autocorrelation is the 

inherent relation, which exists between data points when they are spatially observed. Cliff 

and Ord first introduced the main idea of spatial autocorrelation in their 1973 article on 

Spatial Autocorrelation (Bivand, 1984). Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis (ESDA) is one 

spatial statistics approach which takes into account similarities that might exist within the 

neighboring points of a dataset, and corrects for spatial autocorrelation. Many studies 

have addressed ESDA in the recent past (Anselin, 1988, 1990, 1996., Bivand, 1998).  

In a recent article, Anselin et al. (2004) checks for the potential use of spatial 

econometric analysis by estimating site-specific (MZ) crop response functions based on 

yield data. First they divided the field (Las Rosas, experimental site in Argentina) into 

MZ based on apriori landscape position and derived corresponding production functions 

for each of the MZ. Production functions derived for these management zones, based on 
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landscape positions, were corrected for spatial autocorrelation and came up with 

production functions, which were spatially corrected.  He found that N response changes 

according to the landscape position. This study analyzes the production functions of each 

MZ spatially, but divides the MZ based on apriori assumption.  

Few studies deal with spatial dependence in MZ. They discuss the spatial 

correlation, which might exist in the response function of the MZ and how it could be 

corrected. No attention has been given to the issue of coming up with MZ, which are 

spatially corrected in the first place. Recent literature have used apriori basis for dividing 

MZ. The spatial autocorrelation, which might exist at the field data level prior to 

delineating the MZ, is ignored. The present research addresses the issue of apriori basis 

for MZ. First a spatially consistent basis for delineating MZ is developed and then the 

response functions of these MZ are corrected for spatial autocorrelation. 

 

2.5 Profitability Aspects of PA 

Lambert and Lowenberg-Deboer (2000) have pointed out that it is difficult to 

measure the economic benefits of PA. The most common ways to evaluate the impacts 

have been to compare conventional yield levels (Bronson et al., 2003; Yu et al., 1999; 

Watson et al., 2002), potential environmental benefits (Whitley et al., and Schumacher et 

al.,), and profit levels to PA techniques. Profitability has been and remains the driving 

force for further research.  

However PA profitability has been inconsistent. Lambert and Lowenberg-DeBoer 

(2000) conducted a review of the economics of precision agriculture, finding that 
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economic feasibility has been found to be dependent upon several factors including many 

components of the underlying economic, agronomic and engineering environment. One 

way to show the economic feasibility has been to compare the change in the allocation of 

production inputs (Nitrogen, Phosphorous, Lime) from conventional to PA practices and 

how they affect the yield and profits. Thrikawala et al.,1998; Yu et al., 1999; Watson et 

al.2002, Velandia et al., 2004; (for Nitrogen input) and Bongiovanni and Lowenberg-

DeBoer (2000) (for Lime input) used optimization models to check the change in the 

allocation pattern and quantity levels of the inputs. These studies found that PA practices 

result in higher profit levels with optimized usage of inputs and higher yields.  

The economic feasibility of MZ are few and not comprehensive. While some 

economic research investigates grid sampling issues, there is a void in the literature for 

sound economic models to address optimal grid size which is exceeded only by the 

apparent lack of economic analysis in the determination of optimal management zone 

delineation (Dillon, 2002). 

Dillon (2002) developed a mathematical programming model to derive 

economically feasible MZ. The objectives of the study were divided into three steps. The 

primary objective was to come up with economically feasible MZ. With these MZ, the 

model does an empirical estimation to check for changes in profit levels when we shift to 

PA practices. The last objective deals with sensitivity analysis under risk to ascertain the 

conditions under which it is feasible for PA practices. The key aspect of this study is that 

it ignores the corrections for spatial dependence of the field level data while delineating 
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the MZ. An apriori basis is set up within the math model to delineate the MZ. The model 

also assumes that the response functions derived for MZ are spatially corrected.  

 

2.6 PA in Southern High Plains of Texas 

The experimental data for this research will come from Lamesa, Texas, which is 

located on the southern portion of SHPT. Since the specific problem is focused on this 

area, regional concerns about the impact of PA will be addressed here.  

Segarra et al. (1989) examined the dynamic relationship between input residual 

and cotton yield on the SHPT to derive N fertilizer optimal decision rules for irrigated 

cotton. The study showed that input nitrogen largely influences optimal nitrogen 

application decision rules in the SHPT. The major highlight of the study was the 

incorporation of time element in the dynamic model and how this factor affects 

production control if a long run analysis was to be considered. 

Another study related to input use efficiency by Segarra at al. (1996) addressed 

impact of the availability of pesticides on production of crops. Due to governmental 

regulations, the threat of reduced pesticide availability becomes critical. Segarra at al. 

(1996) found that banning herbicides had a larger economic impact than banning 

insecticides.  

Yu (2000) analyzed irrigated cotton production under PA practices in SHPT. The 

data for the study came from Agricultural Complex for Advanced Research Extension 

Systems (AG-ACRES). Optimal spatial N application levels and net revenues above N 

were derived. This was done by equating marginal physical product of N to the ratio of 
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input to output price to obtain maximum profit at each location. Results indicated that 

when compared to PA practices, Nitrogen (N) was over applied on 45.83% of the field at 

an average of 26.67 pounds per acre under conventional methods and as a consequence 

profits and environment both suffered. The yield under precision farming practices 

increased by 2.29%, while precision farming increased the net present value of returns 

above nitrogen and water cost by 1.69%. 

  Watson�s study evaluated the profitability of precision farming practices and 

optimal decision rules for cotton, corn, grain sorghum, and peanuts in the SHPT. Six 

experiments were conducted, two on cotton and corn, and one each on grain sorghum and 

peanut. A combination of dynamic (on the cotton and corn experiments) and static (on 

grain sorghum and peanuts) optimization models were used.  The optimization models 

determined optimal decision rules for nitrogen application for a ten year period in the 

dynamic experiments and for a single year in the static models.  

These mathematical models were solved under three scenarios; (1) precision 

farming, (2) naïve whole field farming, and (3) actual whole field farming. Under 

precision farming scenario each individual location�s characteristics within the field were 

used in the optimization modeling to determine the optimal nitrogen application level for 

each location. Under the naïve scenario, the initial nitrogen condition and location 

characteristics were set at the mean level of the field to determine a single optimal 

nitrogen application level for the entire field.  The actual whole-field farming scenario 

used the optimal nitrogen application level determined under the naïve scenario and each 

individual location�s characteristics.  
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Overall, across all the experiments, this analysis revealed that precision farming 

was expected to increases net present value (NPV) of returns in all the cases. The levels 

and characteristics of spatial nitrogen application, yield, and variability are highly 

dependent upon a specific crop and experiment. However, Watson�s studies proved that, 

nitrogen fertilizer could be used more efficiently to maximize NPV of returns under 

precision farming. Across all the experiments, precision farming increased yield on the 

average, with the exception of Corn experiment.  Across all commodities, precision 

farming increased NPV of returns in all scenarios.  

Bronson et al., (2003) conducted experiments at Lamesa and Ropesville, Texas, 

during the years 2000 and 2001, to determine the effect of landscape position on P 

accumulation, and P fertilizer response under PA practices. They found that, landscape 

position and slope had significant impacts on cotton yields in both years, but not on P 

fertilizer response. They also suggested that P response might be more predictable with 

variable-rate fertilization, which matches soil test P and P fertilizer rate on a site-specific 

basis. They also found that behavior of VRT for P to be inconsistent, and suggested that 

more research was needed to determine if fertilizer savings would be consistent and 

widespread enough to offset the additional costs associated with intensive soil sampling, 

analysis and the specialized equipment that variable-rate fertilization requires. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1 Introduction 

The null hypothesis for the present research, derived from the problem statement 

in chapter 1, can be stated as: the adoption of precision farming (PF) practices, as 

compared to conventional whole field (WF) farming, is expected to result in enhanced 

production efficiency which can lead to higher agricultural productivity. This increase in 

agricultural productivity could be due to increased yield levels, reduced production costs, 

higher utility and/or higher profitability.  

Thus, analyzing higher productivity as a function of optimal input usage (using 

PF techniques), is the central focus of the present chapter. The main objective of this 

chapter is to review and analyze the relationships between optimal input use and 

corresponding production efficiency, by ranking the profitability risks involved under PF 

and conventional WF farming techniques. This chapter begins by addressing some basic 

production economics concepts which allows for analyzing the causality between the 

adoption of technological advances and agricultural productivity. These basic results are 

then modified to accommodate for the objective stated above. This is done by first 

analyzing the deterministic conditions for profit maximization by relating input use to 

value of marginal product (VMPx) and the price of inputs (Px: in this case is Phosphorus). 

This setup is then extended to incorporate the influence of production risk and individual 

risk preferences.  
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3.2 Basic Results from Classical Production Theory 

3.2.1 Total Factor Productivity 

The causality between changes in productivity and advanced technology adoption 

is captured by Total Factor Productivity (TFP) changes which are not accounted for by 

changes in production input use. Consider a simple production function,  

Y=f(Xi/X),         (3-1) 

where Y represents cotton yield response as a function of input Xi (phosphorus (P)) and 

keeping all other input fixed. Figure 3.1 illustrates a shift of TFP in case of growth in 

productivity induced by the adoption of technological advancement. YPF and YWF 

represent the classical Cobb Douglas production functions (Beattie and Taylor) 

associated with PF and WF yield responses. The difference between YPF and YWF is 

captured by TFP. The degree of technological progress can be expressed in terms of the 

amount of input that could be saved from P1 (under WF farming) to P2 (under PF) to 

obtain same yield level as before the adoption of PF. 

3.2.2 Optimal Input use and Yield response function  

Production functions such as the one illustrated in Figure 3.1 have several 

underlying assumptions. The function, f, must be a continuous function that is single 

valued, and differentiable. The domain of the function must be positive, as well as all 

levels of Y and X being continuously divisible. Also, the production function is 

characterized by a decreasing marginal rate of technical substitution over the appropriate 

range between any two inputs. For simplicity, only one cotton production input (P) is 

made variable and other inputs are fixed.  
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Figure 3.1 Increases in Productivity due to Technology 
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To assess the difference between the production functions we have to first 

estimate each production function with respect to input use. The relationship between the 

P input and yield can be estimated by assuming a simple quadratic response function of 

the form,  

Y = f (P,P2) = β0+ β1*P+ β2*P2 + ε,        (3-2) 

where, Y is the estimated yield as a function of P and the quadratic term P2, ε and 

represents the residual errors of the regression function.  

The regression function of the form 3-2 yields an average response for the entire 

field and can represent the whole field farming approach. Precision Agricultural practices 

aim at identifying variability within the field and adjust the response accordingly. Thus, if 

there are �n� identifiable, variable areas (zones), there will be ∑
=

n

i 1

Yi response functions. 

These differentiable areas will be referred to as management zones (MZ). 

Mathematically, 

 

YWF = β0+ β1*P+ β2*P2         (3-3) 

YPF= ∑
=

n

i 1

Yi = β0+ β1*P+ β2*P2+ βn-1*(MZn-1 + P* MZn-1+ P2* MZn-1)   (3-4)  

Equations (3-3) and (3-4) represent the whole field and precision farming 

response functions respectively. Apart from regular (P) and quadratic (P2) variables, 

equation (3-4) includes n-1 MZ dummies and the respective interaction terms of MZ with 

P, P2 terms. The interaction terms are intended to precisely indicate the zone-wise input 

response.  
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3.3 Profitability 

Decision criterion from a producer�s perspective relies primarily on the 

corresponding profit levels of PF and WF farming. A generic profit function, using the 

estimated yield response function, can be represented as 

Π= PY*Y - Px*X- FC - V.C(X)          (3-5)  

Where, Π represents the profit function, PY is price of cotton, Y represents cotton 

yield response function, PX is the price of input (P) fertilizer, X is the total amount of 

applied (P) fertilizer, FC is the fixed cost of production and V.C is the rest of the variable 

cost associated with production as a function of applied input (P).   Assuming perfectly 

competitive input and output markets, and extending the equation (3-5) to accommodate 

for competing alternatives, the profit functions for WF and PF techniques can be 

expressed as, 

ΠWF= {PY*[β0+ β1*P+ β2*P2]- Px*X- FC - V.C(X)}WF   (3-6) 

ΠPF= {PY*[β0+ β1*P+ β2*P2+ βn-1*MZn-1 + βn-1*P* MZn-1+ βn-1*P2* MZn-1)]  

- Px* ∑
=

n

i 1

 Xi - FC - ∑
=

n

i 1

{VC(Xi)}}PF    (3-7) 

i.e.,  

ΠWF= {PY*YWF - Px*X- FC - VC(X)}WF     (3-8) 

ΠPF= {PY*YPF - Px* ∑
=

n

i 1

Xi - FC - ∑
=

n

i 1

{VC(Xi)}}PF   (3-9) 

 

Note:∑
=

n

i 1
XiPF= XPF and ∑

=

n

i 1
V.C(Xi)PF= V.C(X)  
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Where, ΠWF and ΠPF represent profit functions, PY is price of cotton, Y is cotton 

yield, PX is the price of P fertilizer, X is the total applied amount of fertilizer, for WF and 

PF farming practices respectively. The primary differences in the profit functions are in 

the fixed cost, variable costs and yield potential. Fixed costs of PF practices are expected 

to be higher due to additional equipment. The variable costs (VC) differ between both 

production approaches because they are a function of the amount of input applied. In the 

case of WF farming applied P is constant throughout the field as the input is optimized 

for the average application rate. In the case of PF, the application is subject to the field 

variability. So, if the field can be divided into �n� zones, each with its own response 

function based on similar yield limiting attributes, the amount of applied P will be 

specific to each of these �n� zones.  

3.3.1 Deterministic Profitability Analysis: Causality between MPPx and Px 

The setup for determining the deterministic profit maximizing input level is 

illustrated in Figure 3.2. Panel A of the Figure 3.2 represents the maximum yield under 

WF farming practices represented by YWF. Similarly in panel B, YPF represents yield for 

the same input level P* under PF practices. Note that YPF is greater than YWF
 (under the 

hypothesis that PF practices result in higher yields, at the same level of input use, due to 

the enhancement of production management practices). Px is the price of input (P).   

In panel C, the profit maximizing input level is determined along the 

corresponding yield levels in the previous panels. This profit maximizing level is given 

by the point where VMPx and Px are equal (at P*). In summary, given panels A, B, and C,  
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Figure 3.2 Profit Maximizing Input Level 
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profit maximizing input P* is same for PF and WF farming, but results in different yield 

levels. To trace the profit levels corresponding to the yield levels, in panel D and E, a 45o 

incline redirects YPF and YWF to the corresponding profit levels, ПPF and ПWF (ПPF is 

greater than ПWF ). Note that the fixed costs in the PF practices are higher than WF 

farming practices (panel F).  

 

3.3.2 Producer Utility: Background 

The choice between competing alternatives is not only subject to profitability but 

also to the producers� utility and risk preferences. As Anderson et al (1977) state, 

whatever choice and for whatever reasons, the money payoffs do not tell the whole story 

in evaluating the consequences. To address this issue of riskiness, utility analysis 

provides a practical means by which preferences are crystallized and so that consistent 

choices can be made. A utility function assigns numerical utility values to possible 

consequences in such a way that the decision maker should act to maximize subjective 

expected utility if he/she is to be consistent with his expressed preferences.  

First Bernoulli and then von Neumann and Morgenstern proved that the decision 

analysis of individuals depends upon their expressed preferences rather than just 

maximum payoff. Bernoulli�s principle allows us to rank risky outcomes and identify the 

most preferred one as the one with the highest expected utility. A comparison of the level 

of expected utility associated with all possible choices to find which would maximize it 

provides the decision maker with sound decision criterion. The present research is 

concerned with the decision maker�s choice between the competing alternatives which 
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propose to provide optimal P levels.  Thus, this study concentrates on unidimensional 

utilities (consequences that can be represented by a single attribute).  

The form of the producer�s utility function can be traced like in figure 3.3 (present 

case assumes risk averse utility function), where EMV represents expected monetary 

value between risky prospects a and b. Under risk averse behavior the RP is the dollar 

payment a risk averse individual would be willing to pay to receive the risk free CE 

payoff then engage in the risky prospect with expected EMV payoff. a and b represent the 

upper and lower bounds of the possible outcomes in monetary terms, thus defining a 

boundary of evaluation. This is also referred to as �ab� frontier in literature (Anderson et 

al). The difference between the CE and EMV is referred to as risk premium (RP) which is 

of prime importance to the decision maker. If CE is less than EMV, then the producer�s 

behavior is termed to be risk averse, if CE equal to EMV, the producer�s behavior is 

denoted as risk neutral and if CE is greater than EMV, then the producer is termed to be 

risk preferring.  

 

3.4 Relative Changes in VMPx, Px: Scenarios 1-4 

In prior research, Watson (2002) investigated the impact of VMP changes on per 

acre profit for PF and WF practices under constant input and output prices. The present 

study expands her analysis by accommodating the influence of risk preferences and 

changes in input prices on producer incentives to adopt WF versus PF practices.  

Increased productivity due to the adoption of technological advances such as PF 

can lead to changes in MPPx, which in turn can lead to a change in the VMPx levels. This  
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Figure 3.3 Risk Premium for a Risk Averse Decision Maker 
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change in MPPx is subject to optimal use of applied P. However, the direction of the 

change in MPPx and thus VMPx is not known. The present section details the possible 

directional changes that can take place in VMPx due to the adoption of technological 

advances. 

Primary concern of a producer in the decision to adopt or not a new technology 

relies on the potential for achieving higher productivity and profitability. Thus, from a 

producer�s perspective, it is necessary to present an analysis of how the profit levels are 

affected by changes in VMPx and Px (holding everything else constant). These changes 

could be an increase, decrease and same levels of VMPx and Px respectively. These cases 

are presented as scenarios 1-4, where causality is tested among the profit levels, changes 

in VMPx and Px and relate these changes to producers behavior under risk. Before we 

analyze the various scenarios involving the changes in VMPx and Px, it is necessary to 

evaluate producer�s choices under production risk.  

   The following case studies illustrate the changes which can take place in VMPx 

and Px and how they could affect the adoption decision between the competing 

alternatives. These case studies are labeled, Scenario 1 through 4. Each scenario provides 

the relative change in yield levels, CE and RP corresponding to a change in VMPx and Px.  

The first three scenarios investigate the changes in VMPx and corresponding changes in 

RP and CE for PF and WF farming practices. In scenario 4, all the above variables are 

defined under suffixes 1, 2, 3 which correspond to alternative input price changes Px1, 

Px2, Px3 (Px1>Px2>Px3).  
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Following is a list of abbreviations used during the analysis. VMPx and Px denote 

Value Marginal Product and Price of the input (in this case of P). P* denotes optimal 

level of P input used. YPF and YWF represent the relationship between the level of P used 

and cotton yield produced under PF and WF farming approaches. ПPF (П**) and ПWF 

(П*) denote profits under precision and whole field farming, respectively. FC* and FC** 

denote fixed costs under precision and whole field farming, respectively. U (П) denotes 

utility of profit. RPPF , RPWF, CEWF , CEPF  represent Risk Premium under precision 

farming and whole field farming, and CE under precision and whole field farming 

respectively.  

Each of the scenarios is constructed under the following assumptions. 

Technological advances are assumed to have a positive effect on the productivity. The 

fixed cost in case of precision farming is higher than the whole field farming. The portion 

of the production function relevant in these scenarios is stage II.  The decision maker is 

assumed to be risk averse, and thus, the utility function is assumed to be concave and 

twice differentiable. The analysis is of CE and risk premium is done under Equally 

Likely risky outcome of CE (ELCE). The criterion for decision maker is to evaluate the 

CE and Risk Premium for PF and WF farming, the hypothesis of the research being that 

PF would result in higher CE and lower Risk Premiums.   

 

3.4.1 Scenario 1: Adoption under fixed MPPx and Px 

Scenario 1 in figure 3.4 illustrates a case when MPPx and consequently VMPx and 

Px are held constant. This leads to a upward parallel shift in the production function.  
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Figure 3.4 Scenario 1- MPPx and Px remain the same 
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When VMPx equals Px, the resulting optimal level is given by P* which is 

common for both the competing technologies. With P* level of optimal input the 

corresponding levels of yields are Y** with PF and Y* with WF farming techniques 

respectively. This translates to profit levels ПPF (П**) and ПWF (П*) respectively. CE and 

RP are traced by graphing the profit level П against the U (П). It is clear from figure 3.6 

that, CEPF > CEWF  and RPPF  < RPWF.  

 

3.4.2 Scenario 2: Adoption under decreased MPPx and Fixed Px 

Scenario 2 in figure 3.5 illustrates the case when the MPPx decreases and 

consequently VMPx decreases and Px is held constant.  The primary difference is 

observed is in the shapes of the production functions due to a decrease in MPPx. When 

MPPx decreases, this implies that a small marginal change in yield will result when P 

fertilizer use changes. As MPPx which is the slope of the production function, YPF will 

have a flatter slope than the YWF (Watson, 2002). Consequently, the VMP** (for PF) 

shifts inwards with the optimal levels of X** and corresponding ПPF (П**), CEPF, and 

RPPF . With the WF farming, when VMP* equals Px yields P*, leading to corresponding 

ПWF (П**), CEWF, and RPWF. In this case, it can be concluded again that, CEPF > CEWF 

and the RPPF < RPWF. 

 

3.4.3 Scenario 3: Adoption under decreased MPPx and fixed Px 

Scenario 3 in figure 3.6 illustrates the case when the MPPx increases and 

consequently VMPx decreases and Px is held constant. It is evident that when the  
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Figure 3.5 Scenario 2- MPPx(PF) decreases and Px remains the same 
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Figure 3.6 Scenario 3- MPPx(PF) increases and Px remains the same 
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adoption of PF techniques induces an increase in yield P fertilizer use. YPF will have a 

steeper slope than YWF. Consequently, the VMP** (for PF) shifts outwards with optimal 

level of X** and corresponding ПPF (П**) , CEPF , and RPPF . With WF farming, when 

VMP* equals Px yields P* and leading to corresponding ПWF (П**), CEWF , and RPWF. In 

this case again as before a similar conclusion is arrived at i.e., CEPF > CEWF and the RPPF  

< RPWF. 

 

3.4.4 Scenario 4: Changes in Px holding MPPx fixed 

Scenario 4 in figure 3.7 illustrates changes in Px holding MPPx constant. The 

prices vary at three levels, Px1 (price increase), Px2 (price remains same), and Px3 (price 

decrease). As in scenario 1, since the VMPx does not change, there is an upward shift in 

the production function associated with PF. Each price level (Px1, Px2, Px3) yield different 

crosses VMPx at different section leading to corresponding optimal input levels ( P*1, 

P*2, P*3 and , P**1, P**2, P**3), yield levels (Y*1, Y*2, Y*3 and , Y**1, Y**2, 

Y**3), and profit levels (П*1, П*2, П*3 and , П**1, П**2, П**3). When these profit 

levels are traced out to calculate the CE and RP, it would suffice if the CEPF under a price 

decrease is greater than CEWF under price increase. Similarly, it is observed that the RPPF 

under price decrease is lower than the RPWF under price increase. All the four scenarios 

bolster the hypothesis that PF is more profitable for the decision maker both from a 

purely profit perspective and also with risk adjusted returns.  
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Figure 3.7 Scenario 4- MPPx(PF) remains same and Px changes 
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Figure 3.8 (a) � Variability in Yield and Profits 
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3.5 Yield Risk  

3.5.1 Inherent Yield Variability and Value of Marginal Product 

The inherent distribution (variability) around the production function (as a function of 

input) represents yield risk. This variability in yield will have corresponding effect on the 

value of marginal product (VMPx).  In figure 3.8 (a), panel A represents PF practices and 

panel B represents WF practices. Each point in the production function has a distribution 

associated with it. Precision farming is proposed to reduce this variability (and thus risk) 

around yield level, by optimizing input usage. It follows that; this reduction in variance 

would then have a direct effect on the producers� risk premium  (RP). Primarily, the 

farmer is interested in reducing the variability associated with these production levels. In 

panel A, the variability associated with a specific yield level is less compared to the 

variability in panel B associated with WF practices. These yield levels (with the 

associated variability) traced out to VMPx, lead to a distribution of profits as shown in 

figure 3.8 (a).  For example yield point YPF corresponds to a profit maximizing input 

level PPF for precision farming techniques, and YWF corresponds to whole field farming 

and input level PWF. Note that the variability associated with PF is lower compared to WF 

farming practices. Figure 3.8 (b) illustrates the case when these two cases of variability 

are jointly evaluated. The distribution of profits for precision and whole field farming is 

denoted by blocks PF and block WF. The choice between precision farming and 

conventional setup bogs down to the relative sizes and levels of the blocks PF and WF, 

which in turn represent the distributions of risk adjusted profits.  Higher levels of the 

blocks mean higher relative VMP and lower RP. Larger block sizes imply higher  
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Figure 3.8 (b) � Variability in Yield and Profits 
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variability and higher RP. Quantifying these blocks is a matter of simulating and 

evaluating the stochastically dominant profit function. The area where both blocks merge 

is denoted by block X. Block X defines the distribution of profits at which the producer 

would be indifferent between the two alternatives risky prospects (PF and WF). A risky 

prospect is defined by Anderson et al. as a possible choice that has a probability 

distribution of outcomes. Consequently, the producer is faced with two risky prospects 

(Blocks PF and WF) for competing alternatives. Thus, addressing variability of a set of 

possible outcomes becomes an inherent part of the decision  

makers� utility.  These blocks represent the cumulative probability of distribution (CDF) 

for PF and WF farming practices.  

 

3.6 Utility function and Risk Preferences 

The shape of the utility function reflects an individual�s attitude to risk. Several 

attempts have been made to elicit such utility functions from relevant decision maker 

(Hardaker et al. 2004). Partly to avoid the need to elicit a specific single-valued utility 

functions, methods under the heading of stochastic dominance or efficiency criteria have 

been developed. Stochastic dominance criteria are useful in situations involving a single 

decision maker whose preferences are not known precisely, in situations where more than 

one decision maker may be involved, and in analyzing policy alternatives or extension 

recommendations for a group of many individual decision makers (Hardaker et al. 2004). 

A stochastic dominance criterion is a decision rule that provides a partial ordering 

of risky alternatives for decision maker whose preferences conform to specified 
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conditions about their utility functions (preferences for consequences). First Degree 

Stochastic Dominance (FSD) is used to partition alternatives for decision maker who 

prefer more wealth to less and have absolute risk aversion with respect to wealth, h, ra 

(Π) , between the bounds − ∞ < r a(Π) < +∞. SSD requires the additional assumption that 

decision maker are not risk preferring, i.e., that absolute risk aversion bounds are 0 < r a 

(Π) < +∞. This means that the Second Degree Stochastic Dominance (SSD) accounts for 

the decision maker who possesses an absolute risk aversion parameter that is so large that 

the utility of a small difference at the lowest observation is extraordinary important.  

In empirical work it is often found that these two forms of analysis are not 

discriminating enough to yield useful results, meaning that the efficient set can still be 

too large to be easily manageable (Hardaker et al. 2004). Another way to rank the risky 

alternatives is Stochastic Dominance with Respect to a Function (SDRF), which was 

introduced by Meyer (1977). For SDRF the absolute risk aversion bounds are reduced to 

r1 (Π)≤ ra(Π ) ≤r2(Π)., i.e., the criterion is defined for all decision maker whose absolute 

risk aversion function lies anywhere between lower and upper bounds. Eliciting from the 

decision maker (or inferring) the bounds on their risk aversion coefficients may be 

simpler than eliciting a complete utility function. FSD, SSD and SDRF are all pair wise 

comparison methods that identify a subset of dominated alternatives, leaving the 

remainder of undominated ones that are described as 'efficient' (Hardaker et al. 2004). 
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3.7 Combining Stochastic Profitability and Individual Risk Preferences 

3.7.1 Structure of SERF 

A more discriminating procedure, stochastic efficiency with respect to a function 

(SERF), is used in the present study to rank the risky alternatives. SERF can be applied 

for any utility function based on ranges in the absolute, relative, or partial risk aversion 

coefficient, as appropriate.  

Let U(Π) be the utility function of a decision maker with Π  being the 

performance criterion (stochastic profitability). Also, assume that the risky alternatives to 

be compared have uncertain outcomes so that values of Π are stochastic. Let f1 (Π), f2 

(Π), f3(Π) �..n, be the probability density functions (PDFs) describing the outcomes for n 

risky alternatives. The corresponding cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) are 

denoted by F1 (Π),F2 (Π), F3(Π) �..n. The Stochastic Expected Utility (SEU) hypothesis 

(Anderson,1977; Dillon, 2002; and Hardaker)  is given by,  

U(Π)= EU(Π)= ∫U(Π)f(Π)dw = ∫U(Π)dF(Π),                (3-12) 

i.e., the utility of any risky alternative is its expected value. Since exact shape of the 

utility function is not known i.e., the decision maker�s risk aversion, the problem is 

solved for the absolute, relative or partial risk aversion function r(Π) of the decision 

maker which lies between lower {r1 (Π)}and upper bounds {r2 (Π)}. The function for 

utility in terms of risk aversion and the stochastic outcome Π can be expressed as: 

 

U(Π,r(Π))=         (3-13) 

∫ U(Π,r(Π))dF(Π)=       (3-14)  
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∑
=

n

i 1

U(Π,r(Π))P(Πi),                     (3-15) 

where, r1(Π)≤ r(Π ) ≤ r2(Π). Equation (3-14) represents the continuous case and the 

continuous case is converted to its discrete approximation in equation (3-15) for 

computational purposes. Partial ordering of alternatives by certainty equivalent (CE) will 

be the same as the partial ordering of them by utility values (Hardaker et al. 2004). 

However, it is easier to convert and use the utilities to CEs by taking the inverse of the 

utility function: 

CE(w, r( Π ))=U-1(w, r( Π ))      (3−16) 

This method yields a set of CEs for each of the n alternatives calculated 

for a set of r(Π) values within the bounds r1(Π)≤ r(Π ) ≤ r2(Π).The SERF method can be 

applied for any utility function, although as an assumption, the present study narrows in 

on a Constant Absolute Risk Aversion (CARA) function (negative exponential) as a 

reasonable approximation of the actual but presumably unknown utility function. Such an 

approximation will be appropriate provided that the risky alternatives being compared are 

small relative to the decision maker�s profits. The main advantage of the CARA function 

is that, as Anderson and Hardaker (2003) show, coefficients of absolute risk aversion can 

be validly applied to consequences measured in terms of profits, losses and gains, or 

(transient) income. If the profit functions are now denoted by a utility format,  

U(Π) = exp(-ARAC*Π)       (3-17) 

Expanding equation 3-18 to the two competing alternatives,  

U(ΠWF) = exp(-ARAC*Π
WF

)      (3-18) 
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U(ΠPF) = exp(-ARAC*Π
PF

)      (3-19) 

SERF utilizes equations 3-18 and 3-19 at various risk aversion levels to evaluate 

decision maker�s risk efficient decision sets. As stated earlier, a stochastic simulation 

model is used to rank the risk adjusted profit distributions above. Usually, efficiency 

analysis will result in only a partial ordering of alternatives into efficient and dominated 

sets. A detailed analysis of the methodology of ranking stochastic efficiency for the 

competing alternatives is dealt with in chapter 4.  
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CHAPTER 4 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

4.1 Introduction  

The central focus of this chapter is to outline specific methods and procedures 

which will be used to achieve the research hypothesis of increased input use efficiency, 

under competing alternatives. The methods and procedures (under PF practices) are 

intended to help the producer derive decision rules of phosphorus (P) use and to delineate 

agronomic variability into MZ. These MZ form the basis from which zone specific crop 

response function are estimated for optimal input use and subsequent production 

efficiency.  

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part, delving briefly into the 

theoretical aspects, aims at a) answering why and how these methods and procedures will 

be used to derive decision rules of P use and to delineate agronomic variability into MZ 

and b) allow for a platform to evaluate the economics of adopting PF practices.  

The second part outlines a model used to test the hypothesis. The model 

encompasses the methods and procedures associated with PF and WF farming practices 

used to delineate MZ and subsequent economic evaluation.   

 

4.2 Part 1: Causality of Tools Used 

4.2.1 MZ Delineation and Data Clustering 

The choice of precision farming practices is a direct function of how well the data 

pertaining to inherent agronomic variability is grouped or clustered into MZ with similar 
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attributes. Data clustering, a common technique for statistical data analysis is the 

classification of similar objects (points, variables, processes) into different groups, or 

more precisely, the partitioning of a data set into subsets (clusters), so that the data in 

each subset (ideally) share some common trait - often proximity according to some 

defined distance measure. From a practical perspective clustering plays an outstanding 

role in areas such as scientific data exploration, information retrieval and text mining, 

spatial database applications, web analysis, marketing, medical diagnostics, 

computational biology, and many others (Berkhin). 

Few of the popular clustering techniques include, decision tree analysis, neural 

networks, K-nearest neighbor algorithm (KNN), Fuzzy C-Means (FCM), Exploratory 

Spatial Data Analysis (ESDA) etc. This present study narrows in on one spatial (ESDA) 

and one non-spatial (Six Sigma) technique to identify the agronomic variability within a 

given field. Six Sigma techniques, an industrial engineering approach used here has been 

extensively and exclusively used in manufacturing plants for process control and quality 

assurance problems. It is proposed as a novel attempt at grouping points involving 

agronomic data.  

 

4.2.2 Why use Spatial Models: Spatial Econometrics in Site Specific Management  

Regression crop response functions have the advantage of fitting easily into the 

traditional crop production economics decision model (Anselin et al., 2004). Lowenberg-

DeBoer and Swinton (1977) extended this attribute of regression modeling to site-

specific management (SSM).  As noted by Anselin et al., 2004, OLS estimates neglected 

one main parameter characteristic, spatial correlation. However, as is well known, 
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ignoring such autocorrelation of crop yields results in OLS estimates that are inefficient 

and bias standard errors, t-statistics, and measures of fit, rendering OLS estimates 

inefficient and unreliable (Anselin et al., 2004).   

The next step would be to have spatial regression models for site specific 

management. Few studies have employed spatial regression models for SSM. Prominent 

literature available regarding the usage of spatial regression models includes: Long et al., 

Hurley et al., 2001; and Anselin et al., 2004. These spatial models were applied to MZ 

derived using apriori assumptions. Thus, having a spatially consistent crop response 

function ensures efficient parameter estimates without bias.  

 

4.2.3 Why use ESDA approach: Dividing the MZ based on a robust procedure 

It is interesting to note that, the size and the criterion for setting up these MZ have 

largely been heuristic, even though what follows after the delineation of MZ is a state of 

the art approach to agricultural production. MZ delineation based on apriori assumptions, 

like landscape position addresses the effect of field variability to some extent based on 

agronomic recommendations. However effects like residual amount, spatial correlation, 

and nutrient spill over are many times neglected. For these reasons more robust 

procedures are needed to counter the apriori delineation assumptions. Essentially, a 

combination of agronomically sound and statistically consistent procedure for MZ 

delineation is desired.  

This study uses Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis (ESDA) approach to address 

this issue. ESDA is a statistical analysis tool, which bases its analysis on an agronomic 
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recommendation. Yield data are being used as the main criterion for establishing 

management zones using the ESDA approach because phosphorus recommendations are 

typically based on this type of information (Kulkarni et al., 2005; Bronson et al., 2003). 

In summary, the above discussion boils down to two main aspects, dividing the MZ based 

on a robust procedure and using spatial models to evaluate these MZ. Few concepts ease 

the process of understanding the ESDA process.  

Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) aims at identifying data properties for purposes 

of, pattern detection in data, hypothesis formulation from data, and some aspects of 

model assessment (e.g. goodness of fit, identifying data effects on model fit). It is based 

on the use of graphical and visual methods, and the use of numerical techniques that are 

statistically robust i.e. not affected much by extreme or atypical data values. Exploratory 

Spatial Data Analysis (ESDA) is an extension of EDA to detect spatial properties of data. 

Motivation for ESDA is a need for additional techniques to those found in EDA for 

detecting spatial patterns in data, formulating hypotheses based on the geography of the 

data, and assessing spatial models.  

The ESDA approach can be defined as a method that combines different 

techniques to visualize spatial distributions (of yields, in this case), identify patterns of 

different locations, and identify patterns of association between these locations. This 

method is based on the concept of spatial autocorrelation, which depicts the relationship 

between spatial units, and makes use of the concept of distance between locations. Serial 

autocorrelation is the propensity for attribute values in neighboring areas to be similar.  
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The ESDA technique uses a scatterplot with area attribute value on the vertical 

axis plotted against the average of the attribute values in the adjacent areas on the 

horizontal axis (Haining, 1990). A scatterplot with an upward sloping scatter to the right 

is indicative of positive spatial autocorrelation (adjacent values tend to be similar). Where 

the scatter slopes upward to the left this is indicative of negative spatial autocorrelation 

(adjacent values tend to be dissimilar) (Haining and Wise).  

Positive spatial autocorrelation highlights points with similar values of a specific 

characteristic (i.e. yield) are near in space. This implies that, in the presence of positive 

spatial autocorrelation, certain points located close to each other share similar 

characteristics (Messner and Anselin, 2003). 

 

4.2.4 Estimating Spatially Consistent Crop Response Function  

The mathematical setup for the spatial model follows that of Anselin et al. (2004). 

As noted by Anselin et al. (2004), spatial modeling accounts for effects of spatial 

autocorrelation due to spillovers, externalities or other imperfections in model and 

measurement that show a spatial structure. Spatial autocorralation can be accommodated 

in either the dependent variable, (y), or the error term, (e). The former is referred to as 

spatial lag model and latter the spatial error model.  

This study concentrates on the spatial error modeling approach which is 

consistent with agronomic information on the source of the spatial correlation (Anselin et 

al., 2004). Factors such as micro-climate and subsoil characteristics vary spatially and are 

assumed to drive yield variation. However, such factors typically remain unobserved 
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(unmeasured) and hence their contribution to the explanation of yield is subsumed in the 

error term, which many times reveals a spatial pattern. Formally, and using the notation 

of Anselin (1988), a spatial autoregressive error model can be expressed as:  

 (4-1) 

where y is a vector (n by 1) of observations on the dependent variable, X a (n by K) 

matrix of observations on the explanatory variables, and u an error term that follows a 

spatial autoregressive (SAR) specification with autoregressive coefficient. In the spatial 

autoregression, the vector of errors is expressed as a sum of a vector of innovation terms 

(ε ) and a so-called spatially lagged error, Wu. The latter method boils down to a 

weighted average of errors in the neighboring locations. The selection of neighbors is 

formally specified in the n by n spatial weights matrix, W. Each row of this matrix 

contains nonzero elements for the columns corresponding to "neighbors." Often, the 

definition of neighbors is based on geographical criteria, such as sharing a common 

border or being within a given distance. Typically, either a "rook" structure (four 

neighbors to each cell, corresponding to north, south, east, and west) or a "queen" 

structure (eight neighbors to each cell) is employed (see Anselin 1988 for details). 

While OLS estimates remain unbiased in the presence of spatial autoregressive 

errors, the usual estimate of their variance is biased because it does not account for the 

spatial autocorrelation. Inference based on this incorrect variance measure, such as the 

usual t-tests and F-tests can be misleading. Moreover, measures of fit that give equal 

weight to all observations (or, to the associated residuals), such as R 2, are no longer valid 
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when the errors are spatially autocorrelated. For this reason, measures that account 

explicitly for this correlation, such as the maximized log likelihood and AIC should be 

used instead (Anselin, 1988). 

A spatial regime model (Anselin, 1990) allows for different parameter values 

(including the error variance) in discrete but spatially contiguous subsets of the data. In 

the context of this study, natural candidates for the specification of the regimes are the 

MZ. The cotton response to P will be estimated as a quadratic specification by MZ 

position in the field. Equation 3-4 represents the spatial response function, with each 

variable in the equation retaining its description.  

The step-by-step procedure for establishing the ESDA approach to management 

zone delineation can be summarized as follows: (1) Define the �neighborhood� structure 

of each grid; (2) Establish a �weight matrix�; (3) Test for the presence of spatial 

autocorrelation; (4) Graphically visualize the spatial correlation structure (if step (3) 

indicates there is spatial autocorrelation); and (5) Establish the management zones.  

The first step is to define the �neighbors� for each grid. This allows the assessment 

of any spatial relationships among these grids, which can then serve as the basis for 

management zones. According to Bivand (1998), neighborhood for each grid (or point) 

data can be set by any number of alternative methods. As described earlier, either a rook 

or a queen structure can be used to define the neighborhood structure.  

Once the neighborhood structure is defined, the contiguity relations of each grid 

within a neighborhood must be characterized using a weight matrix (Bivand, 1998). This 
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weights matrix is then used to test for the presence of spatial autocorrelation in the yield 

data.  

Moran�s I statistic is used to test for the presence of spatial autocorrelation. The 

null hypothesis of the test is that there is no association between the value observed at a 

location and the values observed at the neighboring sites. That is, the data exhibits spatial 

randomness. The alternative is that the values of the neighboring sites are statistically 

similar. This means that there is a departure from spatial randomness and there are sites 

that tend to �cluster� together.  

Using Moran�s I statistic, a Moran scatterplot can be created and compact 

management zones based on this scatterplot are then determined. Overall, there are three 

management zones established based on the procedure followed here� management zone 

1 (MZ1), management zone 2 (MZ2), and management zone 3 (MZ3). MZ1 represents 

the zone where high yields are clustered together (i.e. a grid with high yield is close to 

neighboring grids with high yields). MZ2 represents the zone where low yields are 

clustered together (i.e. a grid with low yield is close to neighboring grids with low 

yields). MZ3 represents where the grids with low yields are near grids with high yields 

(or vice-versa). Since MZ3 contains both low and high yielding areas adjacent to each 

other, forming a checkerboard view, there is no clear pattern of yield distribution and 

consequently is referred to as the insignificant zone. 

These MZ are taken into account in the cotton yield response equation estimation 

by introducing using dummy variables for each zone and interaction terms of each zone 
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to each P term in equation (1). Therefore, the cotton yield response function for the 

variable rate application of P can be written as equation (3-4).  

4.2.5 Why use Six Sigma Control Charts Non Spatial Approach:  

A control chart is an important statistical device used for the study and control of 

the repetitive processes (Mahajan, 1998). These control charts are often used for 

engineering data analysis. Dr. Schewhart first developed control charts in the early 

1920�s and is based upon the fact that variability does exist in all the repetitive processes. 

A Control chart is a device for attaining manufacturing process control based on 

statistical limits, assuming that the process� variability follows a normal distribution. 

These control limits are set based on the standard deviation of the process distribution 

and are set above and below the mean of the distribution. If the process is within control 

limits it passes the quality assurance test.  

Figure 4.1 represents a generic control chart. X-axis represents the measured 

characteristic (for example yield) and Y-axis represents the control limits. The control 

limits represent the process (zone) boundaries. Each characteristic (represented by points 

1 to 5 in Figure 4.1) is then classified within these limits and the process is said to be in 

control if the points lie within the limits. In the present case, point 3 falls outside the 

control limits.  This concept is applied to the MZ delineation procedure.  

 

4.2.6 Control Charts Mathematical Setup 

The variable control charts that are most commonly used are average or X-charts, 

range or R-charts and σ- or standard deviation charts. Control charts for  
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variables, either 
−
x  and R or 

−
x  and σ charts are used for some or all of the 

following purposes. 

1. 
−
x  and R or 

−
x  and σ charts are used in combination for the control process. 

−
x -

chart shows the centering process, i.e. it shows the variation in the average of 

samples. This type of chart is used most commonly used type of chart. 

2. R-chart shows the uniformity or consistency of the process i.e. it shows the 

variation in the ranges of samples. This type of chart measures the spread in the 

data. 

3. σ -chart shows the variation of the process. 

This study utilizes 
−
x  and σ chart to classify field variability. The variable chosen 

for 
−
x  and σ control chart should be such that it can be measured and expressed in 

numbers such as dimension, hardness number, tensile strength, weight, volume etc. If a 

sample contains 5 items (or characteristics) whose dimensions are x1, x2, x3, x4 and x5, 

then 
−
x  represents the sample average. The upper and lower control limits are represented 

as: 

 
−
xUCL = 

−
x  + 3 σ      (4-2) 

 
−
xLCL  = 

−
x  + 3 σ      (4-3) 

where,  σ is the standard deviation of the population.    
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4.2.7 Estimating a Crop Response Function Based on Sigma Procedure 

The upper and lower control limits allow for clustering the variability into zones 

containing points above 
−
xUCL , below 

−
xLCL , and within 

−
xUCL  and 

−
xLCL . 

Each of these three zones can then be treated as differentiable areas based on inherent 

agronomic variability. For convenience, we assume only two differentiable zones, MZ1, 

containing points above
−
xLCL , and MZ2, containing points below

−
xLCL . This 

segregation allows for a more focused approach towards points which are of concern to 

the producer. Precision farming practices could then be employed on these two zones by 

estimating response functions specific to each zone. The response functions specific to 

each MZ using the sigma methodology can also be represented by equation 3-2. The 

logic for using this tool is its relative simplicity. However, one main drawback of this 

technique is that it does not take into account the distance as a factor for clustering, and 

seizes to be non spatial. 

 

4.2.8 Deriving Optimal Input Use 

Once the parameters of the cotton yield response function are estimated, these 

estimates are used to formulate an optimization model to derive MZ specific optimal 

input use. This is done by maximizing profit as a function of optimal input (P) use for a 

representative farm. The profit functions for the alternatives evaluated were represented 

in equations 3-6 and 3-7 respectively. In this optimization model, net returns above 

fertilizer cost are maximized using the yield response parameters and estimated 

prices/costs to derive the optimal level of input use. Note that at this stage prices and 
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yield are assumed to be deterministic, as the primary objective of the model is to derive 

the optimal input levels to apply. This assumption is relaxed in the next step when the 

profit distributions are simulated. The net return for the farm is defined as the weighted 

sum of the net returns in each management zone (for the case of variable rate 

application), where the weights are the proportion of the field being considered in the 

management zone. For the case of finding the economically optimum uniform P rate 

application, this weight is set to one and there is no management zone delineation. 

Formally, the mathematical programming model can be expressed as: 

Max   ∑
=

=
n

i 1
π {[Aωi](Pc(Ŷi)-Pp(Pi

*)-F.C)}     (4-4) 

where π   represents total net returns over P fertilizer and fixed cost ($), A is the total land 

area, ωi is the proportion of total land area allocated to management unit i, i    represents 

MZ unit, n is the total number of management units (n = 1 for WF approach and m > 1 

for PF approach), Pc  is the price of cotton (lbs/acre), Pi
*  is the quantity of P applied in a 

management unit i (in lbs./acre), F.C  is fixed cost (say $4.00/per acre).  

4.2.9 Stochastic Simulation Model 

The above unconstrained mathematical model results in optimal levels of P 

applied in each MZ. These optimal levels of P are then substituted in a profit function of 

the competing alternatives. Then, the stochastic nature of prices and yield are introduced, 

which are expressed as, 

=WF

~
π {[Aωi]( cP

~
( Ŷ+ NORM(0,1)*S.D(

^
e ))  - pP

~
(P*))}  (4-5) 
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∑
=

=
n

i
PF

1

~
π {[Aωi]( cP

~
( Ŷi+ NORM(0,1)*S.D(

^
e ))  - pP

~
(Pi

*)-F.C)} (4-6) 

Where, WF

~
π and PF

~
π  represent unconstrained stochastic profit functions, Pc is price of 

cotton, Ŷ represents stochastic cotton yield response. The yield estimate is made 

stochastic by introducing a standard normal deviate. This is done by multiplying the 

standard deviation of the errors to a normal random variate (represented by NORM(0,1) 

function) and adding it to the response function. Pp is the price of P fertilizer, P* 

represents optimal applied fertilizer input, for WF and PF farming practices respectively 

derived from equation 4-4. Equations 4-5 and 4-6 represent the stochastic simulation 

model for profit function under competing alternatives. The primary differences in the 

stochastic profit functions are in the fixed cost, variable costs and yield potential. As 

indicated earlier, fixed costs associated with PF practices are higher due to additional 

equipment which goes into building and managing the information system database. The 

stochastic simulation results in a cumulative distribution of profits which can then be risk 

adjusted to derive profitability distribution functions for each alternative. 

4.2.10 Stochastic Efficiency 

The risk adjusted profitability distributions do not take into account the 

producer�s (individual) preferences. To do this a stochastic efficiency criterion (equation 

3-18 and 3-19) can be used to rank these profit distributions. The simulated results can 

then be substituted into a utility function to derive individual preference based risk 

adjusted returns.  
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4.3 Part 2: Research Model 

4.3.1 Model Construction 
 

A flow chart of the procedures to be followed to test the research hypothesis is 

depicted in the Figure 4.2. This flowchart fits the tools and techniques discussed above to 

manage variability as a procedure to evaluate the efficiency of PF practices compared to 

WF farming practices. The first step in analyzing the problem would be to check whether 

the field attributes actually exhibit variability so that the use of precision farming 

practices could potentially be justified. For example, we could check whether the field 

exhibits agronomic variability using either spatial or non-spatial techniques. If the field 

does not exhibit variability, which seldom is the case, then conventional farming 

practices would be regarded as the best option. If the field does exhibit variability, than 

the use management zone (MZ) delineation procedures to evaluate this variability for 

better production control.  

The techniques and procedures discussed to manage and delineate agronomic 

variability into MZ fall into two classes, spatial (ESDA) and non-spatial (Six Sigma). 

Delineating the variability into MZ allows the estimation of yield response function 

specific for each zone. Accordingly, a single yield response as a function of input (P) in 

case of WF farming practice and zone specific yield response functions in case of PF 

practices (equation (3-3) and (3-4) respectively) are derived. The yield response 

functions, for WF and PF alternatives, will then substituted into the profit function 

(equation (3-6) and (3-7) respectively). A stochastic simulation model, which accounts  
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Figure 4.2 Flow Chart to test the research hypothesis. 
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for the stochasticity of variables included in the profit function (crop response function, 

price of cotton and price of phosphorus) will allow the evaluation of the risksiness 

involved in choosing between alternatives. Finally, stochastic efficiency with respect to a 

function (equation (3-18) and (3-19) respectively) will be used to assess the overall 

profitability and ranking of the alternatives. The net result will the derivation of a risk 

efficient decision set pertaining to each alternative from which a decision maker can 

choose from, based on individual preferences. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

5.1 Data 

The data used to establish MZ is based on 2000 and 2001 crop years agronomic 

cotton experiments designed to study phosphorus (P) use for cotton production in the 

Southern High Plains of Texas (Figure 5.1). The experiments were designed as 

randomized complete blocks with three replicates, and each replicate was within a center 

pivot irrigation span. There were three P treatments � variable-rate P, blanket-rate P and 

zero P � and there were three defined landscape positions � south-facing side slope, 

bottom slope, and north-facing side slope.  

The data set was initially represented as point data for different locations in the 

field and included such variables as yield, soil P levels, pH levels, etc. However, the 

spatial layout of this initial �raw� data is such that the points lay close to each other 

within the same row than between the rows. As such, this kind of design is not 

statistically balanced. Therefore, to obtain a more balanced design for analysis, the points 

were spatially interpolated, and then converted to grids using SSToolbox® geographic 

information system (GIS) software for both the years 2000 and 2001(Figure 5.2 and 5.3).  

The conversion of the data into grids also has the advantage of allowing us to 

delineate compact, contiguous zones. Initially there were 65 data points recorded for the 

year 2000 and after spatially interpolating they were converted to 419 data grids, each 

grid was 16 sq. meters in size. Similarly, for the year 2001, 126 data points were 

converted to 419 grids; also each grid was 16 sq. meters in size. This experimental  
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Figure 5.1 Experimental Design for Analysis of P use in Cotton (Lamesa, Texas). 

V- Variable rate fertilizer application 

B- Blanket rate fertilizer application 

Z- Zero rate fertilizer application 
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Figure 5.2 Grid Layout of Yield Data for the year 2000, Lamesa, TX. 
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Figure 5.3 Grid Layout of Yield Data for the year 2001, Lamesa, TX. 
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data set was used to determine the cotton yield response as a function of P input for each 

of the alternatives. 

 

5.2 Cotton Response Function for Each Alternative 

5.2.1 Conventional WF Farming Approach 

For the conventional WF farming method, using ordinary least squares (OLS) a 

simple quadratic response function of the form in equation (3-3) was estimated. The 

estimated WF farming cotton response, after correcting for heteroskedasticity can be 

expressed as: 

 
Ŷ = 603.215   +      3.976*P    -     0.102*P2  
       (0.000)            (0.031)           (0.015)     (5-1) 
 

R2 = 0.016   

S.D.R= 86.92486 

 

where, the variable Y is cotton lint in lbs./acre, P is the applied phosphorus in lbs./acre, 

and P2 is the quadratic term. The values in the parenthesis below the estimated 

parameters represent the associated p-values, which indicate that all the estimates are 

statistically significant at 30% level or lower. The R2 value indicates that the independent 

variables (P, P2) explains only 1.6% of the variation in the cotton lint yield, which 

underlines the need to further investigate yield response in the presence of field 

variability. The standard deviation of the residuals (S.D.R) explains the deviation from 
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the mean response estimated by the regression function. S.D.R will be used as the 

inherent yield risk indicator for simulation purposes. 

5.2.2 ESDA Approach 

Before estimating a spatial yield response function, spatial autocorrelation 

(indicated by the Moran�s I and Geary�s C statistic) within the grids were checked (Table 

5.1) to verify the existence and pattern of yield variability. Autocorrelation within the 

field data points is being used as the main criterion for establishing the yield variability in 

the field because phosphorus recommendations are typically based on this information.  

Based on results from Table 5.1, Moran�s scatterplot for year 2000 and 2001 

respectively were created (Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5) using ArcView GIS 3.3. Both, 

Moran�s I and Geary�s C measures from Table 5.1 indicate that null hypothesis of no 

spatial autocorrelation is rejected for year 2000, and that there is high positive spatial 

autocorrelation in the yield data. For year 2001, both Moran�s I and   Geary�s C indicate a 

high negative spatial autocorrelation in the yield data, which implies a checkerboard 

distribution of dissimilar yield data. Thus, for year 2001, the concept of management 

zones cannot be applied, as the autocorrelation test suggests that there are no contiguous 

regions with differentiable variability.  

The reason for the difference in the two years can be attributed to the nature of the 

experiment. This is captured by examining Moran�s significance scatterplot, for both the 

years. In addition to global trends in the entire sample of observations, there exist pockets 

of localities exhibiting homogeneous values that do not follow the global trend, 

represented by local Moran�s scatterplot and Moran�s significance map. This is  
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Figure 5.4 Moran�s Scatterplot of Yield Data for Year 2000 
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Figure 5.5 Moran�s Scatterplot for Year 2001 
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Figure 5.6 Moran�s Significance Map for year 2000 
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Figure 5.7 Moran�s Significance Map for year 2001 
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represented by figures 5.6 and 5.7 for the year 2000 and 2001 respectively. As seen in 

figure 5.7, the yield data points for year 2001 are significantly distributed as  

high-low and low-high points, indicating an uneven spread of variability. For this reason, 

the concept of MZ is applied only to year 2000.   

Three management zones were established based on our procedure �MZ1 is the 

zone where high yields are clustered together (i.e. a grid with low yield is close to 

neighboring grids with low yields), MZ2 is the zone where low yields are clustered 

together (i.e. a grid with high yield is close to neighboring grids with high yields), and 

MZ3 is where the grids with low yields are near grids with high yields (or vice-versa) 

indicating lack of contiguity. The spatial layout of the delineated MZ for year 2000 is the 

same as the Moran�s scatterplot as seen in Figure 5.4.  

The data set with the MZ delineation information was exported to SpaceStat®, 

spatial statistical software, developed by Luc Anselin (Anselin, 1998). Zone specific 

yield response functions were estimated by using SpaceStat®�s spatial regime response 

feature, where each regime implies a specific MZ.  The response function is summarized 

in Table 5.2. The intercepts for each MZ are significant and represent the inherent zone 

characteristics of whether they represent high, low and unpredictable yield zones. Note 

that the interactions of applied P levels and its quadratic term are statistically significant 

and with the expected signs in MZ2. This suggests that cotton yield response and P 

application in this zone must be treated differently than other zones. The percentage 

breakdown of each zone by area is 49.3%, 43.2% and 7.5 % for MZ1, MZ2 and MZ3 
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respectively. Also note that the R2 (58.31) is significantly higher than the one for regular 

OLS, indicating a higher degree of explanation of yield variation.  The standard deviation 

of residuals (57.1915) is comparably lower than the regular OLS S.D.R. 

On further investigation, this estimation was found to contain spatial 

autocorrelation. To correct for the autocorrelation, either a spatial error or a spatial lag 

model can be used, depending upon the level significance for each model. Here, the 

spatial error model was used as it is statistically more significant than the spatial lag 

model. After correcting for autocorrelation, the spatial error model for the cotton 

response is summarized in Table 5.3. 

Note that, the intercepts for each zone are still highly significant, indicating the 

presence and need to develop zone specific response functions. Also, the interaction of 

applied P in MZ2 reduced from 5.795 lbs/acre to 1.91983 lbs/acre. Note that when 

compared to the spatial OLS model, the R2 is higher and the standard deviation of the 

residuals is lower after correcting for autocorrelation.  

 

5.2.3 Six Sigma Approach  

Figure 5.8 represents a yield control chart with the limits of standard deviations 

on the average yield for year 2000. The data set used for this control chart is the same as 

used to develop response functions for the conventional and the ESDA procedures. The 

Upper Control Limit (UCL) is defined as the average (yield) plus one standard deviation 

and the Lower Control Limit (LCL) as average (yield) minus one standard deviation. The 

average yield for year 2000 dataset is 632.269 lbs/acre and standard deviation is 87.7311.  
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Figure 5.8 Delineating Yield Data using Sigma Approach 
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Yield points are then classified based on which zone they lie in. Thus, we end up with 

MZ1 (yield points greater than UCL), MZ3 (yield points smaller than LCL), and MZ2, 

points which lie between UCL and LCL. The percentage distribution of each zone is 

11.9048%, 75.2381%, 12.8571% for MZ1, MZ2 and MZ3 respectively. MZ3 represents 

the low yielding area (comparable to MZ2 using ESDA procedure) and P 

recommendations become crucial in this zone. 

A simple OLS model was run on the modified year 2000 dataset to get zone 

specific response function.  

^
Y =  660.353    -      0.023*P   -    0.01*P2   +   218.058 *MZ1   - 167.99 *MZ3 � 

            (0.000)             (0.986)          (0.718)          (0.000)                    (0.000) 

5.108 *P*MZ1   +   0.099*P2*MZ1   +   3.972*P*MZ3   -   0.087*P2*MZ3 

            (0.018)                      (0.035)                       (0.023)                   (0.021) 

R2=0.750 

S.D.R= 43.82  

(5-2) 

Equation 5-2 represents the zone specific cotton response function using the 

sigma approach. MZ2 is omitted arbitrarily from the equation to correct for the dummy 

trap. MZ1 and MZ3 represent yield points which are deviations from the average and 

thus are included in the regression function. All the explanatory variables are significant 

except applied P and its quadratic term. The R2 for the equations indicates that the model 

explains 75% of the variation. The primary interest of the research lies in the zone 
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specific P recommendations, which are represented by the interaction terms in the 

equation 5-2. All the interaction terms and the dummy variables are statistically 

significant indicating the presence of yield variability and scope for precision farming 

practices. Specifically, the P recommendations for MZ3 are of importance to the decision 

maker as it highlights and contrasts the rate of application in the low yielding area 

compared to the conventional average application rate. Note that the R2 is 75% and S.D.R 

is 43.82, both again are better when compared to the conventional WF response function 

depicted by equation 5-1. 

 

5.3 Optimal P Recommendations 

The cotton yield response functions from the two PF approaches and the 

conventional WF approach are setup in an unconstrained optimization model, with fixed 

prices, to derive the optimal levels of P use. These optimal P levels are derived initially 

for their subsequent use in the simulation model to incorporate price risk and individual 

preferences in SERF analysis. The general form of the optimization model is the same as 

the profit function described by equations (3-8) and (3-9). Substituting the yield response 

function for each alternative, the unconstrained optimization models are represented by 

equations (5-3), (5-4) and (5-5) for the conventional, ESDA and the Sigma approach 

respectively.  

 

ΠWF= {Pp*(603.215 + 3.976*PWF - 0.102* 2P WF)- Pp *PWF }  (5-3) 

ΠESDA= 
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{(AreaMZ1*Pc*((620.44+3.976*P MZ1-0.102* 2P MZ1)                - P MZ1*Pp)) 

            +(AreaMZ2*Pc*((544.053+1.91983*P MZ2-0.0313548* 2P MZ2) - P MZ2* Pp)) 

            +(AreaMZ3*Pc*((616.207+3.976*P MZ3-0.102* 2P MZ3)             - P MZ3* Pp))} 

  -Ppa          (5-4) 

ΠSIGMA= 

{(AreaMZ1*Pc*((878.411+3.976*PMZ1-0.102* 2P MZ1)             - P MZ1*Pp)) 

             +(AreaMZ2*Pc*((660.353+3.976*PMZ2-0.102* 2P MZ2)            - P MZ2*Pp)) 

             +(AreaMZ3*Pc*((492.363+3.949*PMZ3-0.097* 2P MZ3)            - P MZ3*Pp))}     

 -Ppa         (5-5) 

Where, Πi is the net returns or profits for each alternative, Pc is the average price 

of Cotton ($/lbs) from the years 2000-2005, Pp is the average price of super phosphate 

($/lbs) from the years 2000-20005, Ppa  is the additional fixed cost associated with PF 

approach, AreaMZi rercentage area associated with each MZ for each alternative farming 

approach. PMZi are the optimal P levels to be applied in each MZ. Table 5.4 presents the 

details of the percentage breakdown for each MZ.   

The optimization model was programmed using General Algebraic Modeling 

Software (GAMS®) software. The optimal P levels are summarized in Table 5.5. Note 

that WF response was used in the MZs with no significant P response. On an average the 

results indicate that the optimal P recommendation increase with the PF approaches.  
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5.4 Stochastic Profitability Simulation 

The assumption for fixed prices and yield made in the optimization models above 

are relaxed to conduct a stochastic simulation analysis of the profitability. The simulation 

model to include risk is broken down into two steps. In the first step, yield response 

function is made stochastic and in the second step prices are made stochastic.  

5.4.1 Risk Adjusted Yield Distributions 

The inherent variation in the yield response function for each alternative is 

accounted for by the standard deviation of the residuals (S.D.R). The yield distributions 

are compared using a stochastic simulation model for each alternative. This is done in 

order to rank the yield response capabilities for each alternative, which will then be used 

for the profitability calculations. The source of yield risk is defined by its error terms as 

explained in the equations 4-5 and 4-6. The yield simulation model was constructed using 

SIMETAR®, a simulation software developed at Texas A&M Agricultural Food and 

Policy Center by Dr. James Richardson.  

Two simulation models were constructed to analyze stochastic yield response 

functions. The first one, marginal yield analysis, allows analyzing and comparing 

response functions under PF and WF approaches on a per acre basis. The second model 

then extends the simulation model to accommodate to farm wide data.  

 

5.4.1a Simulation Model to Analyze Yield Response Functions Within Low Yielding   

           Zones 
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Low yielding management zones and the impact of phosphorus input usage within 

these zones has been of specific interest to the present study. Analysis for comparison of 

yield and profits (per acre) within the low yielding zones allows the decision maker to 

simulate response functions on these management zones (MZ2 and MZ3 in case of 

ESDA and Sigma procedures respectively) by the PF practices and subsequently compare 

them with the WF approach. Table 5.6a details the results of the simulation model for 

marginal (per acre) yield response functions under PF and WF farming practices 

respectfully. In case of the WF approach, the average simulated yield response as a 

function of P input is 641.514 lbs/acre. Note that the associated standard deviation is 

86.899, which is much higher compared to the PF approaches. Among the PF 

approaches, the ESDA approach not only has a better yield response (573.116 lbs/acre) 

than the Sigma approach (536.358 lbs/acre), but also, the corresponding standard 

deviation (32.97) is the lowest across the simulation model. Figures 5.9a and 5.10a 

represent the probability density function and cumulative density function for the 

simulated results from table 5.6a. Both figures emphasize the importance of the standard 

deviation around the mean response and show the problems associated with the fat tails 

of conventional WF methodology. The ESDA technique clearly possesses the thinnest 

deviation and could be treated as the most risk reducing methodology.  

 

5.4.1b Simulation Model to Analyze Farm Wide Yield Response Functions  

Low yielding zone response simulation analysis above is extended to 

accommodate Farm Wide (incorporating all management zones in case of PF practices)  
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Figure 5.9a Low Yielding Zone Response Functions PDF Approximations for each 

Decision Alternative 
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Figure 5.9b Farm Wide Yield PDF Approximations for each Decision Alternative 
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Figure 5.10a Low Yielding Zone Response Functions CDF Approximations for each 

Alternative 
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Figure 5.10b Farm Wide Yield CDF Approximations for each Alternative 
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responses. Note that conventional response function (eqn 5-1) is used in the management 

zones where the estimated response functions were statistically not significant.  Table 5.6  

b details the results of the simulation. Results indicate that the Sigma approach performs 

better stochastically, but the ESDA approach still has the lowest standard deviation 

around the yield response. Also, note that the standard deviations remain the same (as 

table 5.6a) as the distribution of the errors remains the same. Figures 5.9b and 5.10b 

represent the probability density functions and cumulative density functions of yield 

responses respectively. In this case, the ESDA technique clearly possesses the thinnest 

deviation and could be treated as the most risk reducing methodology. 

 

5.4.2 Risk Adjusted Profitability Distributions 

The stochastic simulation models as represented by equations 4-5 and 4-6 were 

used to derive the probability density functions of net revenues using SIMETAR®. The 

source of price risk (for both cotton and super phosphate prices) in the profit function for 

each alternative is defined by the average and its standard deviation over the past five 

years. Remember that the fixed cost for the precision farming practices was assumed to 

be $4 /acre more than for conventional WF approach. The results of the stochastic 

simulation pertaining to each alternative are summarized in Table 5.7. The results 

indicate that the sigma approach to precision farming proved to be the best, followed by 

spatial and then conventional method respectively. Also, the expected standard deviations 

of profits are lowest for the ESDA approach followed by Sigma and then the  
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Figure 5.11 Net Returns PDF Approximations for each Alternative under Price and Yield 

Uncertainty 
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Figure 5.12 Net Returns CDF Approximations for each Alternative 
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conventional approach. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 represent the probability density functions 

and cumulative density functions of net returns, respectively. The distinction and 

importance of the deviations around the mean profitability can be evaluated in Figure 

5.11. The conventional WF approach, with wider deviations is less probable to be chosen 

when compared to the other two approaches. 

 

5.5 Stochastic Efficiency with Respect to a Function- SERF 

As described in chapter 4, the risk adjusted yield and profitability distributions do 

not take into account the decision makers preferences into account. This can be done by 

using a stochastic efficiency criterion (equation 3-18 and 3-19) which allows  

ranking the above developed profitability distributions. This can be done by substituting 

the simulated results from above into a negative exponential utility function (assuming 

constant risk aversion) to derive individual preference based risk adjusted returns.  

 

5.6 SERF Analysis of the Simulated Yield Response and Profitability functions 

The results from stochastic simulation model to analyze yield response functions 

(both marginal and farm wide models) are substituted in a negative exponential utility 

function to accommodate for individual preferences. Figure 5.13a depicts the ranking of 

the yield response functions (based on stochastic efficiency) for each alternative by 

including individual risk aversion coefficients. The X- axis depicts the absolute risk 

aversion coefficient and the Y-axis is the yield in lbs/acre.  The results indicate that the 

ESDA procedure is stochastically most efficient, followed by the Sigma procedure. This 
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result is of prime importance to the research as it highlights the efficiency of the PF 

approach compared to the conventional WF approach. Similarly, figure 5.13b depicts the 

ranking of the farm wide yield response functions (based on stochastic efficiency) for 

each alternative by including individual risk aversion coefficients. As noted earlier, the 

PF farm wide approach suggests conventional WF farming practice in management zones 

which do not have a (statistically) significant pattern. Also, this research has been 

designed for the optimal P usage in the cotton production, which traditionally has a 

significant impact in the low yielding regions of a farm field. Accordingly, only MZ2 and 

MZ3 for ESDA and Sigma procedures respectively are treated with PF approach. 

Results suggest the Sigma approach stochastically dominates both ESDA and the 

Conventional WF farming approach. However, the differences between these two PF 

approaches become minimal after .1 risk aversion level. Figure 5.13c depicts the 

stochastic efficiency of the profitability density functions for each alternative by 

including individual risk aversion coefficients. The results indicate that the sigma 

approach is stochastically dominant, followed by ESDA, and then by the conventional 

approach. Figure 5.14 represents the breakdown of the probability of making profits 

associated to each alternative. It essentially shows that the probability of making a certain 

amount of profit above and below a given threshold. Specifically, Table 5.7 shows that 

the lower threshold for net revenues was the lowest with WF i.e., $314.55 per acre and 

the upper threshold was the highest mean with the Sigma approach at $ 341.73 per acre. 
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Figure 5.13a SERF Analysis for Low Yielding Zone Response functions under WF 

(Conventional), ESDA and Sigma Approaches 
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Figure 5.13b SERF Analysis for Farm Wide Yield Response functions under WF 

(Conventional), ESDA and Sigma Approaches 
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Figure 5.13c SERF Analysis for Risk Adjusted Profitability under WF, ESDA and Sigma 

Approaches 
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Figure 5.14 Stop Light Chart for Probabilities of Failure/Success 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
6.1 Introduction 

The chapter is divided into three parts. In the first part, the objectives of the first four 

chapters of the dissertation are summarized. In the second part, results from chapter 5 are 

discussed in detail. In the third part, conclusions, limitations and areas of further research 

are highlighted. 

 

6.2 Summary of the Objectives 

The focus of this study was to evaluate the economics of conventional whole field 

farming versus precision farming cotton production practices on the basis of input use 

efficiency. The conventional approach of cotton production has been characterized by 

optimal input application based on average field characteristics, while precision farming 

practices are characterized by site (zone) specific optimal input application. Thus, the 

general objective of this study was to identify these zones with similar yield limiting 

characteristics and then compare the change in the input use efficiency between the use of 

precision farming or conventional practices. The specific objectives were: 

1. To develop procedure(s) to identify and divide fields into discrete management 

zones based on the inherent field variability using multidisciplinary approaches 

involving spatial statistics and engineering techniques.  
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2. To evaluate the efficiency of the procedures developed in (1) to delineate 

management zones, by comparing them with conventional whole field farming 

practices, using a stochastic simulation model.  

Precision farming practices hinges on and utilizes the fact that field�s exhibit 

agronomic variability. Many studies have been conducted in the field of precision 

agriculture over the past two decades. Chapter two, literature review, was specifically 

aimed at summarizing these studies, and in order to collect relevant and concurrent 

research being done in the field of management zone delineation. The literature reviewed 

included studies on management zone delineation procedures and economics of precision 

agriculture in the U.S and specifically in the SHPT. The research narrowed in on two 

interdisciplinary approaches to develop decision rules to delineate MZ for optimal input 

use, the ESDA and Sigma approach, which are collectively referred to here as the 

precision farming approaches.  

 The theoretical framework underlying the adoption of new production (precision 

farming) practices compared to the conventional practices was discussed in chapter 3. In 

particular, a mathematical model to evaluate the economics of adopting new technology 

versus the conventional approach, by incorporating price risk (both crop and its input), 

yield response risk, and individual preferences, were discussed.  

The mathematical model was constructed in four steps. In the first step, technology 

specific (PF or WF) cotton yield response as a function of single input (P) was outlined 

(Equation 3-3 and 3-4). In the second step, these yield response functions are substituted 

into technology specific (PF or WF) profit functions (Equations 3-8 and 3-9). The profit 
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functions form the basis for a simple unconstrained, non-linear optimization model, 

which would result in optimal P recommendations for PF and WF farming approaches 

respectively. In the third step, the profit functions (Equation 3-3 and 3-4) are made 

stochastic, by incorporating price, and yield risk. Step four, accommodates for decision 

makers individual preferences (Equations 3-18 and 3-19) by utilizing utility theory, 

thereby resulting in a stochastic efficiency analysis for the two alternatives, precision 

farming and conventional farming.  

Chapter 4, methods and procedures, outlines the setup of the research model. The 

model (Figure 4.2) summarizes all the methods and procedures associated with PF and 

WF farming practices to delineate MZ and their subsequent economic evaluation. The 

research model essentially allows for means to calculate the theoretical model outlined in 

chapter 3. It starts out by determining the existence of field variability, using spatial or 

non spatial criterions. Depending on this result, PF and/or WF alternatives are suggested 

to estimate yield response as a function of inputs. A stochastic simulation model 

(Equation 4-5 and 4-6) is suggested to evaluate the economics of choice between the two 

technology alternatives.  

 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
 

The experimental data came from a center pivot cotton experiment at Lamesa, 

TX, for years 2000 and 2001, designed to study the effect of variable input use (P) in 

cotton production (Figure 5.1). The first step in analyzing the need for PF practices, the 

existence of field variability, was tested by using two spatial autocorrelation measures; 

Moran�s I and Geary�s C. Both the measures suggested the presence of strong, positive 
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spatial yield patterns for the year 2000 (Figure 5.4). Using SPACESTAT®, Moran�s I was 

estimated as 0.89938 and Geary�s C was estimated as 0.08067, both highly significant (P-

value- 0.0000), indicating the presence of positive spatial autocorrelation. This evidence 

prompts the use of procedures to map these zones with similar yield limiting factors, and 

pursue the concept of MZ delineation.  

For year 2001, due to the nature of the experiment, spatial patterns were not 

detected and both Morans�s I and Geary�s C statistics indicated highly significant 

negative spatial autocorrelation, indicating a checkerboard pattern of yield variability 

distribution (see Table 5.1, Figure 5.5 for details).   Using the above information of 

spatial autocorrelation, PF practices were applied on the year 2000 data set.  

 

6.4 Summary of Yield Response Functions 

 Using, STATA, a simple, cotton yield response as a function of P (Equation5-1) 

was estimated for the conventional WF approach, which indicates that for every pound of 

P, the cotton yield would increase by 3.98 lbs. Both, the P and P2 terms are significant 

and of the expected signs. This response function was used as the base to be compared 

with the response functions developed by PF practices. 

 For the ESDA approach, the MZ specific yield responses were estimated using 

SPACESTAT®�s spatial regimes feature. The spatial regimes model allows estimating 

cotton response function to vary by the MZ. Usual P recommendations for cotton 

production are focused on the low yielding area and thus, MZ2 is of special interest to the 

study.  
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After correcting for spatial autocorrelation, Table 5.3 summarizes the zone 

specific cotton yield response function using the ESDA procedure. All the three MZ 

intercepts were found to be significant thereby underlining the existence of field 

variability and the need for PF practices. Specifically in MZ2, both the intercept and the 

interaction of P and MZ2 were statistically significant. The MZ2 intercept, 544.053 

lbs/acre, is significantly lower than the intercept of MZ1, 697.198 lbs/acre, and the 

conventional WF response intercept 603.215 lbs/acre. The interaction of P and MZ2 

implies that a 1.91983 lbs increase in cotton yield for every one unit increase in the use of 

input P in MZ2. The P recommendation in the low yielding area was found to be 

significantly less compared to the conventional recommendation of 3.98 lbs. Also, note 

that the both, R2 (0.6886) and S.D.R (32.4134), were better than the conventional 

response function, which are important measures in the simulation analysis.  

For the Sigma approach, MZ specific yield responses were estimated using 

STATA®, statistical analysis software. Section 5.2.3 details the procedure adopted to 

delineate the MZ using the Sigma approach. As mentioned earlier, P recommendations 

for cotton production were focused on the low yielding area. MZ3 represents the low 

yield area in the Sigma approach to MZ delineation and is of primary importance to the 

analysis. Equation 5-2 represents the zone specific cotton response function using the 

sigma approach. MZ2 was dropped from the equation to avoid the dummy variable trap. 

Except for the P and P2 recommendations in MZ2, all other explanatory variables were 

found to be statistically significant, specifically the P interaction terms with MZ1 and 

MZ3. Each of the intercepts is significant suggesting the existence of heterogeneity.  
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P recommendations in MZ3 imply an increase of 3.97 lbs. /acre in cotton yield for 

every unit increase of P. This value is comparable and similar to the WF P 

recommendation of 3.98 lbs. /acre. In contrast, the P recommendation for MZ1 was 5.108 

lbs/acre for every unit of P, a difference of 1.128 lbs. /acre (27.63%) compared to the 

conventional P recommendation.  Again, both R2 (0.75) and S.D.R (43.82) were better 

when compared to those of the conventional WF method.  

 

6.5 Optimal P Recommendation 

Equations 5-1, 5-2, and Table 5-3 form the basis for the optimization model used 

to derive the optimal P recommendation for WF and PF cotton production yield 

responses. The yield response functions were substituted into a profit function for WF 

and PF practices respectively to form an unconstrained, static, non-linear optimization 

model. Equations 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5 represent the profit functions for WF, ESDA and 

Sigma approaches respectively. It is also necessary at this stage to note that the ESDA 

and the Sigma approaches classified 43.1972% and 12.857143% of the total area as the 

low yielding zones, which is of primary interest for optimal P recommendations. 

The optimization model was programmed using GAMS®. Table 5.5 summarizes 

the optimal P recommendations derived in lbs. /acre. Results suggest that both the ESDA 

and the Sigma approaches, on average, recommend using more P (in lbs. /acre) compared 

to the conventional method. Also, it is interesting to note that the optimal P 

recommendation in the low yielding area for ESDA (MZ2) is 26.365 lbs/acre (an increase 

of 44.9%) and for the Sigma (MZ2) approach is 18.982 lbs/acre (an increase of 4.4%), 
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both higher than the conventional average recommendation of 18.184 lbs/acre. Note that 

since conventional response functions were used in the MZ which did not have 

significant response functions (ESDAMZ1, ESDAMZ3, and SigmaMZ2), optimal P 

recommendation within these zones (18.18 lbs/acre) were same as with WF approach.  

Sections 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 were designed to attain the first research objective of 

developing alternative procedures to divide fields into discrete management zones based 

on the inherent field variability using multidisciplinary approaches involving spatial 

statistics and engineering techniques. The next part of the research was aimed at 

analyzing the economics of the derived procedures (objective 2) using stochastic 

simulation modeling approach.  

 

6.6 Simulation Results 

A stochastic simulation analysis was conducted to evaluate for the inherent risks 

associated with yield and prices. Stochastic simulation models were constructed 

separately for yield response functions and profit functions for both PF and WF 

approaches.  

The model for yield response simulation was constructed using SIMETAR®. The 

stochastic nature of yield was captured by using the S.D.R estimated for each of the 

response function. Table 5.6a and 5.6b summarize the yield response simulation results. 

In the marginal response simulation analysis, on an average, the ESDA and Sigma 

approaches estimate 11.93% and 19.6% less yield, emphasizing the difference in 

estimating for the average optima and (low yielding) zone specific characteristics. Also, 
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the standard deviation around the conventional WF approach is 2.63 and 1.98 times more 

than that for the ESDA and Sigma approaches respectively. The above two results are of 

prime importance to the decision maker as they emphasize the stochastic efficiency of the 

PF practices over conventional WF practices.  

Similarly, Table 5.6b summarizes the simulation results of farm wide response 

functions. On an average, the Sigma procedure estimates 9.64% and 6.64 % more yield 

than the conventional WF and ESDA procedures. However, with respect to risk aversion, 

ESDA approach still dominates the other two procedures.  

Based on these results, if the decision maker is interested in reducing the inherent 

yield risk, the ESDA procedure would be a better alternative to estimate the yield. 

Similarly, at the farm level the Sigma procedure proved to be a better alternative to 

estimate zone specific response if the decision maker is interested in mean yield response. 

The above discussion can be visualized in Figure 5.9.  

 The model for profits associated with each alternative is an extension of the 

above illustrated model. The profitability simulation models for WF and PF approaches, 

apart from yield risk, accommodated for cotton and phosphorus price risks. Also note that 

the fixed costs associated with PF practices were assumed to be as 4$/acre (recommended 

agronomic increase in fixed costs associated with PF practices) more than the WF 

approach. Profitability simulation results are summarized in Table 5.79.  

Overall, results indicate that compared to the WF approach, profits would be 

expected to increase 1.41% and 8.64% for the ESDA and the Sigma approaches 

respectively. The deviation around the mean profits associated with the ESDA and the 
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Sigma approaches is reduced by 23.2386% and 17.9494% respectively. Similar to the 

analysis associated with yield simulation, if the decision maker is interested in reducing 

variability around the profitability risk, the ESDA procedure was found to be a better 

alternative, and if the decision maker is interested in higher mean profits then Sigma 

procedure would be a better alternative. The above discussion can be visualized in Figure 

5.11c.  

 

6.7 SERF Analysis 

The profitability simulation results discussed above are subject to a few specific 

assumptions such as:  

1. The results pertain only to the year 2000 cotton experiment at Lamesa, TX.  

2. The stochastic attribute of the yield response function was subject to the 

assumption that residual distribution can be converted to standard normal deviates 

i.e., model assumes errors are normally distributed. 

3. Price risk accounts for variation of the last five years only.  

4. The simulation model accommodated only for the first two moments profitability 

(mean and variance). Measures like skewness and kurtosis were not accounted for 

by the model. 

These issues and other attributes of agricultural profitability have a direct impact on 

how these results are viewed by risk adverse, risk neutral and risk loving decision 

makers. To account for the subjective attitude towards the adoption of new technology, a 

stochastic efficiency analysis was carried out. A detailed discussion of the conceptual 
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framework for the stochastic efficiency used here is provided in chapter 3. A negative 

exponential utility function with a constant risk aversion coefficient was used to 

accommodate for individual preferences of the decision maker.  

Figure 5.13a and figure 5.13b highlight the stochastic efficiency of the PF approaches 

compared to the conventional WF approach. Similarly, figure 5.13c depicts the stochastic 

efficiency of the profitability distributions associated with each alternative. The lower 

and upper limits of risk aversion coefficients used were 0.0 and 1.5 respectively for each 

alternative. The results suggest that the Sigma approach stochastically dominates the 

other two alternatives evaluated throughout the range of absolute risk aversion. Only at 

the beginning of the chart (at 0.0 ARAC) do the ESDA and the WF approach choices are 

indifferent to a decision maker. But for the remaining range of risk aversion, the ESDA 

approach stochastically dominates the WF approach.  

 

6.8 Stop-Light Analysis 

The above analysis is highlighted in a different manner using stoplight chart feature 

of SIMETAR (Figure 5.14). The stoplight procedure calculates the probability of a 

measure, say mean profits, exceeding the upper cut-off, being less than the lower cut-off 

and having values between the cut-off values. In this case, the upper cut off value 

corresponds to highest mean profit value i.e., $ 341.73 (Sigma approach, Table 5.7) and 

the lower cutoff point is lowest mean profits $ 314.55 (WF approach, Table 5.7).  

Like a stoplight the three ranges are assigned colors of red (less than the lower cut-off 

value), yellow (between the cut-offs), and green for exceeding the upper cut-off value. A 
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summary table with the probabilities for each of the three ranges is prepared in the 

stoplight output sheet.  Also, the sorted values for the scenarios being compared are color 

coded red, yellow, and green for further comparison of simulated scenarios (SIMETAR 

Help Manual).  

Figure 5.14 suggests that, there is a 29% chance that the WF approach would be 

higher than the upper mean profit cutoff level of $ 337.73. Similarly, there is a 46% and 

23 % chance that the mean profits would be higher than the upper cutoff level with Sigma 

and ESDA procedures respectively.  

Also, there is a 52% chance that the WF approach would be lower than the lower 

cutoff level of $ 314.55. Similarly, there is a 24% and 44 % chance that the mean profits 

would be lower than the lower cutoff level with Sigma and ESDA procedures 

respectively.  

If the decision maker is interested in the downside risk associated with profits then 

clearly the stoplight results suggest that, the Sigma procedure ranks first followed by 

ESDA, and then WF approach to optimal input use for cotton farming. If the decision 

maker is interested in probability of achieving higher mean profits then again, the Sigma 

approach results as best approach followed by WF and then ESDA approach respectively.  

Sections 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 were organized to attain the second objective of the 

research, i.e., to evaluate the efficiency of the procedures developed in the first objective 

to delineate management zones, by comparing them with conventional whole field 

farming practices, using a stochastic simulation model. 
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6.9 Conclusions and Scope for Future Research 

Overall, the present study reveals that, for year 2000 cotton experiment at 

Lamesa, TX, precision, zone specific utilization of phosphorous (both spatial and non 

spatial) would result in increased crop yield, net revenue and stochastic efficiency 

compared to the whole field approach in cotton production. The results are similar to and 

follow in line with previous (Segarra, 1989; Bronson, 2001; Yu, 2000; Watson, 2002;) 

and concurrent (Valendia, 2004) research efforts in precision farming approach to cotton 

production at the SHPT. Few key variables of interest were recognized as being 

responsible for the efficiency of the precision farming approach. Some of these are, the 

nature, pattern and significance of agronomic yield variability depicted by Moran�s I 

scatterplot maps, interaction and significance of P with each derived MZ in cotton 

response function, fixed costs associated with precision farming approach, S.D.R for each 

cotton yield response function, choice of simulation sampling procedure, choice of the 

utility function, and price variations.  

The scope for future research lies in recognizing the assumptions and limitations 

associated with these key variables and coming up with more robust techniques to relax 

these assumptions. Some issues about the key variables were addressed in section 6.7, 

which may have direct impact on a risk adverse individual. Adding to the above 

mentioned issues, availability and assimilation of data poses an important limitation. Risk 

efficiency was simulated using a negative exponential (CARA) function. This could be 

extended to more realistic decreasing absolute risk aversion (DARA) or relative risk 

aversion (IRRA) functions. This would be important if the scale of farming operations 
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increases. The present analysis uses Latin Hypercube sampling procedure for the 

stochastic simulation modeling component. An alternative comparison between Latin 

Hypercube and Monte Carlo sampling procedures may assist in analyzing the 

profitability distributions in further detail. Prices and fixed costs considered were nominal 

values, which could be converted to real values for a real value profitability analysis. The 

dynamic nature of residual phosphorus was not accounted for while estimating and 

optimizing the optimal level P use for cotton production, which can play a significant role 

in comparing the PF and WF farming procedures. Another possible extension to the 

present work would be a methodology to be able to estimate spatial panel data to 

accommodate for more years of data.  
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Table 5.1 Global Measures of Spatial Autocorrelation 

 Moran's I Geary's C 

Year I Z- Value Prob C Z- Value Prob 
2000 0.89 15.96 0 0.08 -15.39 0 
2001 -0.44 -253.7 0 2.20 39.66 0 
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Table 5.2 Spatial OLS Cotton Response Model- 

Structural changes 

 β0 βi*P βj*P2 % Area 
MZ1 736.85 -2.06 0.04 49.32% 

 0 0.39222 0.4225  
MZ2 526.31 5.79 -0.14 43.20% 

 0 0.0004 0.0001  
MZ3 621.66 0.33 0.01 7.48% 

 0 0.9073 0.82781  
 
 

R2 (0.6886)  
S.D.R (32.4134) 
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Table 5.3 Spatial Error Cotton Response Model- 
Structural changes 

 β0 βi*P βj*P2 
MZ1 697.19 1.07 0.00 

 0 0.493082 0.824702 
MZ2 544.05 1.91 -0.03 

 0 0.047025 0.146085 
MZ3 616.20 1.33 0.00 

 0 0.417573 0.93249 
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Table 5.4 Percentage Area for Each 
MZ 

 ESDA Sigma 

AreaMZ1 49.32% 11.90% 
AreaMZ2 43.20% 75.24% 
AreaMZ3 7.48% 12.86% 
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Table 5.5 Optimal P recommendations in 

lbs/acre 
 PMZ1 PMZ2 PMZ3 Average 

Conventional   18.18 
ESDA 18.18 26.36 18.18 20.91 
Sigma 18.18 18.18 18.98 18.45 
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Table 5.6a Simulation Model to 
Analyze  

Low Yielding Zone Response 
Functions  

  WF PFESDA PFSIGMA

Mean 641.51 573.11 536.35 
StDev 86.89 32.97 43.84 

CV 13.54 5.75 8.17 
Min 395.86 494.40 425.09 
Max 858.73 680.05 644.56 
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Table 5.6b Simulation Model to 

Analyze  
Farm Wide Response Functions  

  WF PFESDA PFSIGMA

Mean 641.51 659.58 703.41 
StDev 86.89 32.97 43.84 

CV 13.54 5.00 6.23 
Min 395.86 580.87 592.14 
Max 858.73 766.52 811.62 
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Table 5.7 Profitability Simulation 
Results ($/acre) 

  WF PFESDA PFSIGMA

Mean 314.55 319.01 341.73 
StDev 50.92 39.09 41.78 

CV 16.19 12.25 12.22 
Min 204.88 229.14 256.61 
Max 447.58 425.73 466.12 
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Appendix 
 

1.1 Major Players in Cotton Trade: Competitive Markets  

Since more than 90% of the U.S. cotton crop enters the export market either as 

raw fiber or as yarn or fabric, we must pay close attention to the international market. 

Major players in the cotton trade scenario include China, India, and Brazil. Looking at 

total imports by all countries, the latest estimates put total trade at 42.4 million bales for 

the 2005 marketing year, 10 million bales above the previous 3-year average. China is the 

driving force behind the increased trade.  For 2006, total world trade is projected to fall 

slightly from the �05 level. [2006 Economic Outlook for Cotton] 

 

a. Brazil 

Some estimates suggest that Brazil could bring 250 million acres of new land into 

crop production � that�s roughly equivalent to what the United States has in production of 

the major row crops. Also, the new areas coming into cotton production are high-

yielding.  Current expectations call for a drop in both production and exports in the short 

term.  However, longer term, Brazil still must be viewed as a country with the potential to 

increase production and exports, assuming they address some long-standing 

transportation issues. 

 

b. India  

India is poised for growth both in cotton demand and cotton production.  With 

more than 16 million bales of mill use, they are the second largest spinner, and generally 
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considered to be well-positioned to prosper in the post-textile quota environment. With 

almost 22 million acres harvested, India devotes more area to cotton production than any 

other country.  However, their production potential depends on their ability to improve 

yields. Looking forward, further yield improvements could allow domestic production to 

expand at a quicker pace than mill use, leaving India as a net exporter of fiber.  

 

c. China  

China is the largest cotton producer with about 25 million bales, and were as high 

as 29 million in 2004.  They are the largest spinner at 43 million bales, and consequently, 

they have emerged as the largest importer with potential purchases of 16 million bales in 

the current marketing year.  Also, China, with purchases of 5 million bales in the first 

five months of this marketing year, is on pace to be the largest consumer of U.S. cotton.  

It is likely that the U.S. will sell China7 to 8 million bales of the 2005 crop. [2006 

Economic Outlook for Cotton] 

 

1.2 WTO Scenario 

Domestic subsidization of cotton production has protected farmers against 

fluctuations of prices in the global cotton market, but with the ongoing WTO 

negotiations, subsidies could be greatly reduced or eliminated. In 2000, a year of low 

cotton prices, American cotton producers harvested $3.9 billion in government aid; in 

2002, the assistance totaled $3.3 billion. [Organic Consumers Association]  
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There has been considerable interest in this topic by many other countries, which 

want an end to the U.S�s domestic support system. This came into the foray in the recent 

WTO rounds held at Cancún, September 2003, when a group of smaller nations, led by 

Brazil opposed the domestic agricultural subsidies of the U.S. The U.S now has a binding 

pact with the WTO that will lead to the eventual elimination of these subsidies.  

On March 3, 2005, the WTO Appellate Body (AB) issued a landmark decision 

interpreting key WTO provisions on agricultural subsidies and upholding a prior panel 

ruling finding various US cotton subsidies to be WTO illegal. In September 2004 the 

panel, in a challenge by Brazil, had ruled that various US agricultural programs 

constituted illegal subsidies under the WTO Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing 

Measures, the Agreement on Agriculture and Article XVI of the GATT 1994.[ The 

American Society of International Law]  

 

1.3 Price Risk (Input and Output) 

Price movements in cotton carry a great deal of uncertainty because of changes in 

weather and resulting yields, in foreign and domestic policies, in government and trade 

policies, and in supply/demand forces [Cotton Incorporated]. High fluctuations in the 

prices received by the farmers for cotton make it a high-risk venture, without subsidies to 

support them. This is clear from figure 1.2, which shows that the prices are subject to 

frequent fluctuations, which can have tremendous negative effects in the domestic 

market.  
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1.4 Environmental Impacts 

U.S producers have also been facing the challenge of managing for the increased 

costs of inputs used in production, such as irrigation water (especially here in High 

Plains) and their side effects, primarily environmental impacts. Specifically, 

environmental issues concerning the over usage of chemicals and fertilizers in the 

production of various crops have intensified in recent times years.  

The main pollutants are nitrogen and phosphorus, which also happen to be the 

major nutrients used in the production of cotton. A recent study conducted by the 

National Academy of Sciences states that, �Of 139 coastal areas recently assessed, 44 

were identified as severely affected by high levels of nitrogen and phosphorus. Problems 

are particularly severe in the Gulf of Mexico, where a "dead zone" forms each spring.� 

[Iowa State Extension Research]  
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Figure 1.2 Cotton Price Fluctuations 

 

 

 

Source: USDA-NASS Graphs (http://www.usda.gov/nass/aggraphs/pricect.htm) 

 

 

 

 
 


